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Chapter 1 Getting Started In this chapter you'll learn how to start using your computer. You'll see



how to enter information into the computer and how the computer gives you back the answers. Also, you'll learn what to do if you make a mistake.



You'll see how to use your computer as a calculator using BASIC (Begin ners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). BASIC was first developed in 1964 at Dartmouth College as a way of helping students easily learn to program. It has proven to be a popular and easily-learned computer lan guage. Millions of people ranging from children to senior citizens have



learned to use BASIC and versions of BASIC are available on every home computer today. Using BASIC, you'll find out how to use your computer to easily arrive at the answer to complicated problems. In fact, this ease of use is what makes computers so popular. You just tell the computer what to do, and it does all the hard work of the calculations. Of course, com



puters have many more applications than just doing math. In later chap ters, you'll learn how to write programs in BASIC and see applications to business, education, and games.



Playing Around Assuming you've hooked up the computer according to the Texas Instruments (TI) instruction manual, then the first thing you should do with your new computer is—play around with it. Get the feel of the keys and how they operate.



Let's get started by turning on the computer and pressing any key. Also, be sure the key labeled "Alpha Lock" is pressed down. This will give you all capital letters on the screen and so make it easier for you to read the screen. Now press the "1" key for TI BASIC. You should see the message TI BASIC READY



at the lower left corner of your TV screen. There should also be a blank line



under the message and below it a greater than sign '*>" followed by a blinking black square. The ">" is called a prompt because the computer expects you to type something in, such as a command or other informa



tion. Note that words in boldface are in the Glossary. This blinking square is called a cursor and indicates where the next letter you type will appear on the screen.
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Let's give the computer some input. The term input means the data or other information that goes into the computer. Tap the " 1" key and you'll see a "1" appear at the bottom left of your screen. Notice that the cursor has now moved over one space to the right. Now hold down the " 1" key for a couple of seconds and you'll see a whole group of "l'"s appear on the screen. If you momentarily press and release a key, you'll get a single key printed on the screen. But holding down a key gives many repetitions of the same character. This is called an automatic repeat or auto repeat fea ture of your computer and saves you effort in typing.



What happens if you keep pressing down the key? Let's try it and see. Hold down the " 1" key and you'll see four rows of'' 1*"s appear. Then the cursor stops at the far right and you'll hear a tone from the computer. This tone indicates that the BASIC is designed to accept only four rows of "1" 's. How many "1" 's is that? Well, if you count all the one's in a row, you'll see there are twenty-eight "l'"s in a row. So you can input a maxi mum of 4 x 28 = 112 characters.



Now try pressing any other letter or number key on the keyboard. These are called the alphanumeric keys. The term alphanumeric is a con traction of alphabetic and numeric. The numeric keys are all on the top row of the keyboard. From left to right, they are 1 through 9 and then a 0. Noticethat the 0 is printed on the keyboard with a slash through it. This is a common convention so that you don't confuse the letter O with the number zero. If you press the letter O key, you'll see it printed on the screen as a rectangle with straight edges while the number zero is printed with rounded edges. You'll see that the last "1" on the bottom row



changes to whatever key you press. Also, press the spacebar and the last character on the screen will become a blank. This shows that the spacebar



gives the blank character. Other keys such as the " / " (division sign), " = " (equal sign), and ";" will give those characters when you press them. The alphanumeric and punctuation keys are called printable keys because their images are printed on the screen. Other keys, such as ENTER, SHIFT, FCTN, CTRL, and ALPHA LOCK, do not produce a visible character on the screen. However, the computer does know that the key has been pressed.



Also, just like a typewriter, you can access the top symbol on a key by first holding down the SHIFT key and then the key you want. For example, hold down the SHIFT and then press the key with the " + " on it to get the 44 + " printed.



Don't Call for Repair Yet If the computer is displaying something on your TV screen and you don't press a printable key for about 9 minutes, something strange hap pens—the TV screen goes blank. Don't call for repair yet. Chances are that the computer has used one of its built-in features called the screen-saver feature. If you haven't used any key for awhile, the computer blanks out



the screen image. This prevents any possible damage to the screen. If the



An Exception to the Rule
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same image is displayed for a long time, it's possible that the image may get burned into the screen. Although it's very unlikely, your TI computer is designed to blank out the image so that it can't happen. To get back your original image, just press one of the printable keys. If the image still doesn't come back, then you may want to have your com puter checked.



What's My Function? Suppose that you don't like all those 44l'"s on your screen. How can you change them? Your computer has several features which allow you to easily change your input. This is called editing.



If you look down at the bottom right of the keyboard, you'll see a key labeled FCTN. This is an abbreviation for the word "function". The func



tion key is very useful when used with certain other keys. Just as a shift key on a typewriter expands the functions a key can perform, so too does the FCTN key. In fact, you can think of FCTN as an additional shift key. Notice the left pointing arrow on the front side of the 4,S" key. The FCTN key activates this arrow to move the cursor left. In fact, you'll notice that many keys have symbols on their front side. All these symbols are accessed with the FCTN key. So the FCTN key allows the same key to have more than one function.



For example, hold down the FCTN key and then press the 44S" key. You'll see the cursor move back. Keep holding down these keys and you'll



see the cursor move all the way to the left and then jump up to the line above. If you keep holding down these keys then eventually the cursor will stop at the first number 441" that you input. By just holding down FCTN and tapping the 44S" key, you can make the cursor move one character at a time.



Now that you've seen what the left arrow on the 44S" key does, you can



easily guess that the right arrow on the 44D" key does. To see if your guess is right, hold down the FCTN key and press the "D". You'll see the cursor move toward the right. However, the up arrow on the 44E" key and the down arrow on the 44X" key will not make the cursor jump up or down a line. These keys have a different purpose which we'll discuss in a later chapter.



Now try using the FCTN key to print the characters on the front side of keys. Notice that the 44U" key gives an underscore, _, when pressed. To get the minus sign, -, you need to press SHIFT and the key with the 44-" and 44 / " on it, to the right of the 44P" key. If a key doesn't have a symbol on its front side, the FCTN key gives only a blank character when you press FCTN and the key.



An Exception to the Rule However, there's an exception to this rule. The top row of keys have special functions that are not printed on the keys. To see what their func-
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tions are, just insert the strip that came with your computer into the track above the number keys. You should have QUIT



DEL



INS



ERASE



CLEAR



BEGIN



PROC'D



AID



REDO



BACK



1



" is a shifted key over the period to the right of the comma.



Let's try some more random numbers. PRINT



RND



.3913360723 PRINT



RND



.5343438556 PRINT



RND



.3894551053



As you can see, these numbers are all different. Let's print out a few



more, but save ourselves the effort of typing PRINT all the time. Enter PRINT RND;RND;RND;RND .2555008073 .2553391677



.5621974824 .5882911741



Notice how using a semicolon to separate items in a printlist really cuts down on the typing you must do.



RANDOMIZE
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RANDOMIZE



Now let's try an interesting experiment. Turn the power off your com puter and then turn it on again. Get back into BASIC and type in the fol lowing. As before, the PRINT command is shown as it appears on your screen. Keep typing in the symbols and press the ENTER key after the last RND.



PRINT RND;RND;RND;RND;RND;RN D;RND;RND .5291877823 .5343438556 .2555008073 .2553391677



.3913360723 .3894551053 .5621974824 .5882911741



If you compare these random numbers to the ones from the previous section on RND, you'll see they are the same. What's going on? Well, it turns out that the random numbers gener ated by your computer aren't truly random. In fact, the proper name for these computer random numbers is pseudorandom. The prefix pseudo means false, so pseudorandom numbers are literally false random num bers. The pseudorandom numbers from your computer are calculated by a



formula. It's really quite hard to come up with truly random numbers. In the interest of saving time for calculations, your computer uses a formula to generate these numbers. Every time you power up your computer, the computer starts calculat



ing these pseudorandom numbers from the beginning. So you always get the same sequence of pseudorandom numbers. Later on when we get into programming, you'll also see that the computer starts calculating the pseudorandom numbers from the beginning before every program is run. There are many thousands of different pseudorandom numbers that your computer can generate before it starts over again. For many games and applications, this is plenty. However, your computer provides a function which will start off the random numbers at a different point in the sequence each time. This is the RANDOMIZB function, and like RND, it too has no argument. To see how RANDOMIZE works, turn your computer off and then back on. Now type RANDOMIZE



and press the ENTER key. Now type in the following PRINT command and press ENTER after the last RND. PRINT RND;RND;RND;RND;RND;RN D;RND;RND .861119366 .849727399 .4897973528 .1733429849 .029304338 .1852545258



.5020166158



.2159153281
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Chances are you will not get the random numbers shown above because the RANDOMIZE is starting the random numbers off at a different place in the pseudorandom number sequence. Try turning your computer off and on again, or just press FCTN and the 4* + " key (QUIT) to start over, and repeat this RANDOMIZE and PRINT commands. Each time, you'll get different random numbers.



However, you can specify a certain starting place in' the pseudorandom sequence by giving a seed or argument to RANDOMIZE. The argument of RANDOMIZE is called the seed because its value deter mines the following pseudorandom numbers. Unlike other functions, there is no need to put the seed in parentheses. Try RANDOMIZE 1000



PRINT RND;RND .3066028468



.262016067



Now enter the same commands over again. RANDOMIZE 1000



PRINT RND;RND .3066028468



.262016067



As you can see, giving the same seed to RANDOMIZE always starts off the same random numbers sequence. You can even use arithmetic expressions for the seed. For example RANDOMIZE 1+2



PRINT RND;RND .3433917535 RANDOMIZE 3



.6613386522



PRINT RND;RND .3433917535



.6613386522



Both RANDOMIZE 1+2 and RANDOMIZE 3 have the same seed.



You can use positive or negative numbers or decimal numbers such as .5 as the seed. However, there is one thing to watch out for. The computer does not use the entire value of the seed you give it. Your computer actually converts the seed number to another form called a binary number. Most computers use binary numbers for calcula tions because of the components and circuits used in computers. Binary calculations are faster and binary computers use fewer components than computers designed to manipulate decimal numbers. Binary numbers are composed of only the 0 and 1. The following table shows some ordinary binary numbers and their decimal representation. Decimal Number 0 1



2 3 4



Binary Number 0 1 10 11 100



Integer-1NT 5 6 7



8 9 10
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101 110 111 1000 1001 1010



Since the prefix "bi" means two, binary numbers use only the two numerals, 0 and 1. A binary digit of 0 or 1 is called a bit, which is a con



traction of binary digit. A group of 8 bits is called a byte. Another common term is the kilobyte (K byte) which is 1,024 bytes. In fact, the memory of a computer is usually expressed in K bytes. For example, the standard TI99/4A has 16 K bytes of memory. Any decimal number that you supply the computer is internally repre sented by 8 bytes by a technique called the normalized radix represen tation. For more details on the internal storage of numbers, see your TI Users Reference Guide on accuracy, and BASIC: Advanced Concepts, p. 126. However, only the two most significant bytes are used for the seed value. Since only the two most significant bytes are used, not all the seeds you supply will be unique. Thus you might get the same random number sequence even though you specify a different value for the seed. For exam ple, seeds from 0 to 100 are all unique. To show this, try a RANDOMIZE and PRINT RND with some seeds from 0 to 100. However, seeds from 100199 are all the same. Likewise seeds of 200-299, 300-399 etc. are all the



same up to a seed of 10000. Seeds from 10000-19999, 20000-29999 etc. are then the same.



If you're not sure that two seeds are the same, it's best to test it with RANDOMIZE seed and PRINT RND commands.



Integer-1 NT The integer function, INT, is very useful in calculations. Try the fol lowing example PRINT INT(1);INT(1.9);INT(2) 1



1



2



In this example, the integer function always returns the integer part of its argument. That is, the decimal or fractional part of the argument is thrown away.



Now enter the following example for negative arguments PRINT INT(-.5);INT(-1);INT(2.5) -1 -1



-3



As you can see, the integer function for negative arguments returns the integer that is smaller than the argument. For example, -1 is smaller than .5 and is the next integer. A 0 would be greater than .5. Likewise, -3 is the next integer smaller than -2.5.
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In general, the integer function returns the next smaller integer of its argument.



In most cases, the integer function works fine. However, you can run into trouble with numbers that are very close to an integer. For example, try PRINT INT(1.999999999999) 1



This works all right and does return a 1. But including another 9 as in the following example PRINT 2



INT(1.9999999999999)



returns a 2 instead of the 1.



What's happened is that the computer converts 1.9999999999999 to a binary form before applying the integer function. The number we've sup plied exceeds the computer's precision of about 13 digits and the computer interprets it as 2 instead of 1.9999999999999. Of course, you can write a computer program to deal with numbers having more than 13 digits of precision. For example, in BASIC: Advanced Concepts, programs are shown for multiplication, addition and subtraction of numbers with 200 digits of precision. These programs are shown for two other versions of BASIC, which are very similar to TI BASIC.



As an example of how useful the integer function is, let's use it to gen erate random numbers between 1 and 6. This could represent the numbers produced by a die as it's rolled in a dice game. Enter PRINT 4



INT(6*RND+1)



Of course, you may get a number other than 4 depending on what point you're at in the pseudorandom sequence.



If you keep printing out numbers as above, you'll see they all have values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.



There is a handy formula you can use to generate numbers between A and B where B is the smaller of the two. INT((A-B+1)*RND+B)



For the die example above, B = 1 and A = 6 because we want to gen erate numbers between 1 and 6. Substituting in the above formula gives INT((6-1+1)*RND+1) = INT(6*RND+1)



which is what we used.



As another example of how useful the integer function is, let's use it to round off numbers. For example, suppose you want to round off a number to the nearest integer. Just add .5 to the number and apply the integer function. For example, to round off 1.4, enter



Absolute Value-ABS
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PRINT INTC1.4+.5) 1



To round off 1.9, enter PRINT INTC1.9+.5) 2



The above works because the general rule for rounding is that if the deci mal part ofa number exceeds .5, return the next highest integer. So adding a .5 to a number and applying the integer function will return the next highest integer. You can also use the integer function to round off numbers to a certain number of decimal places. For example, suppose you want to round off a number to one decimal place. Try the following example to round off 8.6345 to one decimal place PRINT INT(10*8.6345+.5)/10 8.6



If you want to round off 8.634 to two decimal places, try PRINT INT" does not appear when the computer is outputting. The ">" only appears when the computer is expecting you to input something. In the output above, the computer has printed the sum of 2 + 2 and then printed "HELLO". Notice that the computer has executed each statement in turn starting from lowest to highest line number. When no more statements are present in RAM, the computer stops execution



after line 2 and prints the message "DONE". Now enter the command RUN 2



and this time only the word "HELLO" is output. When you follow the com mand RUN with a number, the computer starts execution with that line number. So in this case, the computer starts execution with line 2.



If you type RUN again, you'll get the same output as the first time—a "4" and then "HELLO". In fact, you'll get the same output every time this program is run.



\ For this particular program, our input data is fixed. The computer always adds 2 + 2 and prints "HELLO". In a later chapter, you'll learn how to change the input data while a program is running. This makes pro grams much easier to use.



Listing Your computer has a very useful command which lets you see the pro gram in memory. Type in the LIST command LIST



and press the ENTER key. The program stored in memory will be listed on the screen.



Now try LIST 1



and you'll see only line number 1 listed. Also, try LIST 2 and only line 2 will be listed.



Suppose you want to print 10*10 right after the PRINT 2 + 2 of line 1. Just enter



2



PRINT 10*10



Making Life Easy on Yourself
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When you list the program, you'll see LIST



1 PRINT 2+2 2 PRINT 10*10



Notice that by entering in a new line with the same line numbers as a



line stored in memory, the new line has erased the old one. RUN this pro gram and you'll see RUN



4 100 **



DONE **



The original line 2 that printed "HELLO" is indeed gone from memory and no "HELLO" is printed. Let's restore the original line by entering it as 3



PRINT "HELLO"



When you LIST this program you'll see LIST



1 PRINT 2+2 2 PRINT 10*10 3 PRINT "HELLO"



and when you RUN, you'll get RUN



4 100 HELLO ** DONE **



The above technique is one way of editing a program. Type in the new line and then retype in the lines you had erased. Of course you must change their line numbers if you've inserted a line in between.



Making Life Easy on Yourself One simple way of making life easy on yourself is to allow room to change your mind. Instead of entering lines with numbers 1, 2, 3 use line numbers that are multiples of 10. For example, if the original lines had been



10 PRINT 2+2 20 PRINT "HELLO"



then you could have used any line number from 11 to 19 and that line would be inserted between 10 and 20 automatically.
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Let's try this and see how it works. First, turn off your computer's power and then turn it back on again or press the FCTN and QUIT keys. Get into BASIC and do a LIST. Notice that no program is listed. Instead you just get the error message *



CAN'T DO THAT



because there is no program in memory. The RAM memory in your com



puter is said to be a volatile memory type. The term volatile means that the contents disappear when power is removed. So one way of erasing the program in memory is to turn power off. A second way is to use the FCTN and QUIT keys, which also erase the contents of memory. Now that the lines are gone enter 10 PRINT 2+2 20 PRINT "HELLO"



and RUN it. You'll see the same output as when the line numbers were 1 and 2. When the computer executes a program, it goes from smallest to highest numbers and doesn't care what values those numbers are. Now type in 10



and press the ENTER key, and then type in 20



and press the ENTER key. Now type in the LIST command and press the ENTER key. You'll see the message *



CAN'T DO THAT



because you've deleted all the program lines in memory and so the com puter can't list them. You can use any line numbers for the program. For example, type in 525 PRINT 2+2 7968 PRINT "HELLO"



and the output would be the same. Now delete lines 525 and 7968 and type in the original lines 10 PRINT 2+2 20 PRINT "HELLO"



Let's insert a line now. Enter



15 PRINT 10*10



While it may appear to you that the line number 15 was not inserted because it stays after 20, let's see what the computer thinks. Enter the RUN command and you'll see



How to Change Your Number
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RUN



4 100 HELLO ** DONE **



Notice that the result of 10*10 was indeed printed between the 444" and "HELLO". Do a LIST and you'll see LIST



10 PRINT 2+2 15 PRINT 10*10 20 PRINT "HELLO"



When you add lines by typing them in, the output on the screen is not automatically updated. The line 15 you entered was changed in the com puter's memory but the TV display of old output was not updated. After you make changes in a program, it's a good idea to do a LIST and confirm them. For example, enter this 5 PRINT "TI-99/4A"



and do a LIST. You'll see the updated listing come scrolling up the screen with line 5 as the first line of the program. When you run the program, you'll also see the output of line 5 first, as it should. Now suppose you want to delete certain lines. Just enter in the line number of the line you want to delete and press the ENTER key. Try this



for line 10 above. Type 10 and press the ENTER key, then do a LIST. Only lines 5, 15, and 20 will remain as follows 5 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 10 PRINT 2+2 15 PRINT 10*10 20 PRINT "HELLO" 10 LIST



5 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 15 PRINT 10*10 20 PRINT "HELLO"



If you enter a line number with nothing after it, that line will be deleted.



How to Change Your Number Your computer has a really neat command to help you tidy up pro gram listings. In the previous example, we've got line numbers of 5, 15, and 20 left. Your programs will look neater and you'll have more room to insert lines if your program lines are in multiples of 10. So instead of lines 5, 15, and 20, it's more practical to have lines 10, 20, and 30. One way of
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doing this would be for you to retype the entire program with line numbers as multiples of 10.



Happily, the designers of TI BASIC wanted to minimize your typing



and included a great command which will automatically renumber lines. Another term for renumber is resequence and the command is called RESEQUENCE. You can abbreviate this command by just RES and your computer knows you want to resequence. Let's try this. Type in RES and press the ENTER key, and then do a LIST. You'll see 100 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 110 PRINT 10*10 120 PRINT "HELLO"



Notice that the RES command has resequenced lines 5, 15, and 20 in multiples of 10 starting with a line 100. If you want to resequence starting with a certain line number, just follow the RES command with this start ing line number. For example, type RES 10, press the ENTER key, and do a LIST as shown below. 100 110 120 RES



PRINT "TI-99/4A" PRINT 10*10 PRINT "HELLO" 10



LIST



10 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 20 PRINT 10*10 30 PRINT "HELLO"



As you can see, the program lines are now multiples of 10 starting from line 10. You can also use the RES command to resequence any way



you want. For example, enter RES 500,35 then LIST, and you'll see RES 500,35 LIST



500 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 535 PRINT 10*10 570 PRINT "HELLO"



The lines have now been renumbered starting at line 500 in increments of 35. So the general form of RES is RES initial line number, increment



In this case, the increment is 35 since the line numbers go up by 35. Notice that the line numbers are not multiples of 35 in this example. The increment means the amount each line number is incremented or



increased. Likewise, if you gave the command RES 9, the line numbers would be 9, 19, and 29 which are not multiples of 10. However the incre ment is 10.



If you give no arguments to RES, then the default values of 100 for the initial line and 10 for the increment are used. A default value is the value



the computer assumes if you give no explicit instruction.



A Little More LIST
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You can also use the default value for the initial line and specify an increment by just putting a comma before the increment. For example, enter the following RES,5 LIST



100 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 105 PRINT 10*10 110 PRINT "HELLO"



By putting a comma before the increment, you are telling the computer to use the default value of 100 for the initial line and then use the increment



of 5 that you give. Now try to enter the following line 32768 PRINT 2-2



and you'll hear a beep and see the error message *



BAD



LINE NUMBER



Now try 32767 PRINT 2-2



and the computer will accept it. Line number 32767 is the highest line number your computer will



accept. If you try to resequence past that, you'll see this error message. To show this, enter



RES 32700,100



and you'll see the BAD LINE NUMBER message. If any line of the program to be resequenced will have a line number exceeding 32767, then the RES command won't work.



A Little More LIST



You can list up to a certain line number by putting a minus or - before it. The "-" is a shifted key to the right of t4P" that is also used for the minus sign. As an example of listing up to a line number, do a LIST -105 and you'll see LIST -105 100 PRINT "TI-99/4A" 105 PRINT 10*10



will list all the program lines from the beginning of the program up to line 105.



Likewise LIST 105105 PRINT 10*10
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3—Beginning Programming 110 PRINT "HELLO" 32767 PRINT 2-2



will list all the lines from 105 to the end of the program. Now do a LIST 105-110, and you'll see LIST 105-110 105 PRINT 10*10 110 PRINT "HELLO"



Only lines 105 to 110 were printed. In general, you may want to list out a long program to find a certain line. Just do a LIST to see the program scroll by or LIST starting at a line close to what you're looking for. Then hold down the FCTN and get ready to press the CLEAR key to stop the listing at any time. What's NEW?



Suppose you have a program in memory and want to get rid of it. One way of doing this is turning power off. Another way is pressing the FCTN and QUIT keys. However, there's an easier way using die new command, NEW. Just type in NEW



and press the ENTER key. The program in memory and any other data will be removed.



Enter the NEW command and the screen will clear. The message TI



BASIC



READY



will appear at the lower left corner of the screen. If you try a LIST com mand now, the message *



CAN'T DO THAT



will appear because there is no program in memory. Variables are also deleted. For example, enter in direct mode A=3 PRINT A



You'll see a 3 appear. Now type in the NEW command and then PRINT



A



again. The value of 0 will be printed for A because the NEW command has erased the contents of the computer's RAM memory.



Easy Number Another nice command you have is one that automatically generates line numbers. This is the NUMBER command, or just NUM. Type in NUM and press the ENTER key. You'll see a 100 appear below NUM and the



Easy Number
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cursor will have moved 1 space past the line number of 100. Type in PRINT 1 and then press the ENTER key. Now a 110 will be printed and the cursor is again 1 space past the 110 line number. You can continue this way, just entering commands and having line numbers automatically generated because you are in Number Mode. That's the name given to this mode of operation in which line numbers are automatically generated by the computer. But one question arises—how do you stop the automatic numbering? Easy. Just press the ENTER key without typing any command after the line number appears. The cursor will move to the next line and no line number will be there. Instead of



pressing the ENTER key, you can also press the FCTN and "E" (up arrow) or FCTN and "X" (down arrow) keys. These appear to act just like the ENTER key. The NUM command has options just like RES. For example, you can easily guess what NUM 10,20 should do. Go ahead and try it with the fol lowing example. NUM 10,20 10 PRINT 30 PRINT 50 PRINT 70 PRINT 90 PRINT 110



1 2 3 4 5



where you press the ENTER key after 110 to end the automatic number ing. Just as the RES, the NUM command takes the initial line number as



its first argument and the increment as its second argument. The default initial line number is 100 and default increment is 10, just as for RES. NUM has another very interesting feature. Type in NUM 10,20 and you'll see line 10 appear on the screen with the cursor over the "P" of "PRINT". Use your right arrow key (FCTN and "D") to move the cursor to



the right and change line 10 to 10 PRINT 10



then press the ENTER key. You'll see line 30 appear on the screen with the cursor over the "P" of "PRINT" just as in line 10. Edit this line to 30 PRINT 2+2



and press ENTER. Now line 50 appears. This time don't edit anything. Just press the ENTER key and line 70 appears. Press ENTER again and line 90 appears. Now edit line 90 to read 90 PRINT "HELLO"



press the ENTER key to store line 90, then press ENTER again to stop the NUM command.



From this example, you can see how easy it is to use NUM in stepping through your program lines for editing. If you want to edit a line, just use
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3-Beginning Programming



the FCTN keys. If not, press the ENTER key to move on to the next. How ever, an important point to notice is that NUM never edited line 100.



That's because NUM is editing in increments of 30 starting from line 10, and so 100 is never calculated.



Notice that you gave the command NUM 10,20 to edit this program. What do you suppose would happen if you had just done a NUM 10? Let's try it and see. The first line 10 appears for editing and you can edit that fine. But when you press the ENTER key again, line 20 appears instead of the line 30 that is in memory. By giving only a NUM 10, the computer is just following orders and starting at line 10 in default increments of 10. While your program lines in memory are 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100, the NUM command is going to take you 10, 20, 30, 40. . . If you press the ENTER key while line 20 is displayed and enter no command, you will just exit from Number Mode. However, if you enter some command, such as 20 PRINT 10*10



and then press ENTER, the computer will then show you line 30 for edit ing. If you want to insert line numbers between lines, then NUM 10 is cor rect. If you just want to edit existing lines, then you must use arguments for NUM that are suited for your line numbers. Now let's go back to NUM mode by entering in NUM 30, 20. Line 30 appears with the cursor flashing over the ,4P" of "PRINT". Notice that you



don't have to start from the beginning of the program to start editing in Number Mode. Just give the initial line number and increment. In fact, if you were only editing one line, you would not have to give the increment, no matter what it was.



While line 30 is displayed, press the FCTN and CLEAR keys. You'll see the cursor move down as you exit from Number Mode. The CLEAR key



makes you exit from Number Mode immediately. Now do a NUM 30 to get back to line 30 and make the following change, but do not press the ENTER key. 30 PRINT 2*2



Instead, press FCTN and CLEAR after you change the " + " to an "*" in line 30. Now do a LIST and you'll see the original version of line 30 30 PRINT 2+2



come scrolling up the screen. As you can see, using CLEAR immediately exits you from Number



Mode and any changes you made to the line are not entered. For our last example of Number Mode, do a NUM 30 again and then use the FCTN and ERASE keys to erase all the text of line 30. Press the ENTER key and you will be out of Number Mode. Now do a LIST and you



will still see the original text of line 30 stored 30 PRINT 2+2



tips and Downs
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The ERASE key deleted the command on a line in Number Mode. But



if you then exit, the ERASE keys effects are not permanent, just like the CLEAR key.



Ups and Downs There is another way to edit lines than using the NUM command. Instead the up and down arrow keys are used. For example, type in 30 (do not press ENTER) and then press the FCTN and "E" (up arrow key). Line 30 will appear on your screen ready for editing. If you want to edit only line 30, just press the ENTER key when you're done. However, if you want to edit the line before 30, press the FCTN and "E" key again. Your edited line 30 will be permanently changed, then the computer will show you line 10.



If you try to edit before line 10, you will just exit from this mode. Everytime you press FCTN and the up arrow key, you move up a line. Likewise, using FCTN and the down arrow ("X") key will move you down. You can



switch back and forth from up to down arrows and vice versa anytime.



"I hear you've just gotten a new computer in the house.*'



Chapter 4 Let's Get Variable In this chapter, you'll learn a powerful concept in programming. Up to now we've looked at programs that did things like 10 PRINT 2+2 20 PRINT "HELLO"



so that you would get familiar with your computer. Now that you know how to enter and edit programs, you'll start learning to write practical pro grams that accomplish useful tasks. A Shoebox Called MONEY



The concept that has made the computer so versatile is that of the vari



able. A variable is a named item that can store things. For example, enter the following program in which MONEY is the name of a variable 10 MONEY=100 20 PRINT MONEY



When you run this program, the computer tells you the value of MONEY. MONEY is the name of a variable. The computer stores 100 in a certain part of its RAM and calls that by the name MONEY. You can imagine that the computer has a shoebox with the name MONEY. In



line 10, you put a 100 into the shoebox. In line 20, you tell the com puter to print the contents of the MONEY box. Every time you run this program, the computer puts 100 into MONEY, and then prints the con tents of MONEY.



In line 10, you are assigning a value to a variable. Another way of writing this would be 10 LET MONEY=100



where the LET is optional. You don't have to type in LET and so most people don't.



Suppose you now edit line 10 to put 200 into MONEY. Run the pro gram and you'll see the new value of MONEY printed. You can also include text with your output. Change line 20 to 20 PRINT "M0NEY=";M0NEY



Now when you run the program, you'll get 47
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4-Let's Get Variable



MONEY= 200



If the money is in dollars, you can use this line 20 PRINT "M0NEY=$";M0NEY



and then you'll see after a run, M0NEY=$ 200



Adding an explanation of what is being printed is very important to who ever uses your program. While you may know what the program does, someone who did not write it may not. Even you may forget what is being



output if you haven't used the program after a few weeks. Rather than having to read through the program listing and trying to understand it weeks or months later, you should always try to produce easily under standable output. Bad MONEY



Notice that we printed the "$" sign as part of the character string inside quotes. It's not possible to store a "$" sign inside this variable because only a number can be stored. A variable that can store a number is called a numeric variable. You can include the normal part of a number such as a decimal point, or the number can be stored in exponen tial form. For example, change line 10 to 10 MONEY=200.53



and run the program. You'll see $ 200.53 printed. For an exponential number, try 10 MONEY=2.0053E2



and run the program. Again, you'll see $ 200.53 printed. However, if you try change line 10 to 10 MONEY=$200.53



you'll hear a beep and see the error message *



BAD



NAME



appear on the display because the ,4$" sign cannot be stored in a numeric variable.



Variable names follow certain rules. For example, you can try all these versions of MONEY and the computer will accept them as legal names. Legal Name



Meaning



(©MONEY



at sign



\MONEY



backslash



[MONEY



left-bracket



]MONEY



right-bracket



MONEY



Underscore or line



Bad MONEY
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Note that the backslash is on the side of the 44Z" key, not the 44C". Variable names must begin with a letter or one of the symbols above.



Variable names can be up to fifteen characters long and contain only letters, numbers, the 4418



3.59 is greater than 18



-1 PRINT



-1 PRINT -38/4 -1



5 is greater than 4



PRINT 43 -1



4 is unequal to 3
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6-Going Automatic



As you can see, whenever the relationship is true, the computer prints a value of -1. This value of -1 is the computer's way of saying that the



logical relationship is true. The computer can test these relational operators. Operator



Meaning



>



equal greater than




"A" -1



and you'll see that the computer believes 44B" is greater than 44A." The reason this occurs is because the computer actually compares a code number for each letter. These codes are defined by the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). The codes for the printable sym bols of your BASIC are in the Appendix of ASCII Character Codes. For example, the code for 44A" is 65, and the code for 44B" is 66. In testing 44A" = 44B" the computer really checks whether 65=66 is true or false. Now try PRINT "AA">"B" 0



and you'll see the result of 0 which means false. In comparing strings of unequal length, the computer compares each character of the shorter string against the longer and stops when there are no more characters. So 44AA," 44AB," etc., are all considered less than 44B."



To test string variables, try PRINT X$=Y$ 0



and the result is 0 since "TOM" does not equal "DICK." You can use the relational operators to shorten the program which prints the sum of numbers. For example, try this 10 INPUT "FIRST,SECOND NUMBER=?":N1,N2 20 PRINT "SUM=";N1+N2 30 ON 1-(N1=0) GOTO 10,40 40 END



and run for 5,10. Then when the program asks for input again, enter 0,0 and you'll see the program end after printing a sum of 0.
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6-Going Automatic



In this program, line 30 checks if the first number input is a 0. If so, then Nl =0 is true and the computer returns the value -1 for it. Then the computer evaluates the rest of the relational expression in line 30 as l-(1)= 2 and so goes to the second statement after the GOTO, which is line 40. However, if Nl is not 0, then Nl =0 returns a value of 0 and the rela



tional expression is 1-0 = 1. Now the computer goes to the first line number after the GOTO in line 40, which is line 10.



When you read a program using relational operators, don't be misled by appearances. Remember that line 20 in the following program 10 Y=0 20 X=Y=0



30 PRINT X;Y



does not set X to 0. Rather, the relation Y=0 is evaluated as true by the computer and so X is set to -1 in line 20. Try this program and see. If This Is True



Your computer has a very general test for relationships called the IF test. Enter the following program and run it for 5,10 and then 0,0. You'll notice the program ends when the 0,0 is input. 10 INPUT "FIRST,SECOND NUMBER=?":N1,N2 20 IF N1=0 THEN 50



30 PRINT "SUM=";N1+N2 40 GOTO 10 50 END



Line 20 is the IF test. The relationship following the IF is tested. If the rela tionship is true, then the computer executes the line number which follows the THEN. In this case, when Nl =0 is true, the computer executes line 50



next. However, if the IF relationship is false, the computer just executes the line following the IF. In this case, if Nl =0 is false, the computer exe cutes line 30 after line 20. Then it executes line 40 and goes back to line



10.



*



The IF is called a conditional branch because the program execution is said to branch or to go to a line which depends on the relational condi tion after the IF. This is the same concept as for the ON GOTO. However, the IF test allows you to write the conditional test in a more natural way than the ON GOTO case.



You can even specify a different line number for the program to go to if



the test fails. That is, the program does not have to automatically execute the line following the IF if the test fails. You can do this with the ELSE. For example, add these lines 20 IF N1=0 THEN 50 ELSE 60



60 PRINT "PR0DUCT=";N1*N2 70 GOTO 30



If This Is True
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This new version of line 20 has an ELSE in it. Now if Nl is not 0, the



program goes to line 60 after line 20. Line 60 prints the product of Nl and N2. Next line 70 directs the computer to go to line 30 and to print the sum. When you use an IF test, remember that some numbers cannot be rep resented exactly, so this can lead to errors. For example, as you saw in Chapter 2, the square root of 50 cannot be exactly stored in the computer. Enter and run the following program 10 PRINT 50-SQR(50)*SQR(50) 20 IF 50=SQR(50)*SQR(50) THEN 50 30 PRINT "NO" 40 END 50 PRINT "YES"



Line 10 prints the difference between 50 and the square of the square root of 50. When you run the program, line 10 prints 7.E-12. Line 20 checks if 50 equals the square of its square roots. As you saw from line 10, the numbers are not exactly the same, so the computer does not go to line 50. Instead, it executes line 30 and print "NO".



If you are doing calculations, it may be best to specify that the differ ence is less than some amount. For example, change line 20 to 20 IF ABS(50-SQR(50)*SQR(50)X1E-11 THEN 50



The absolute value function is used in case the difference is negative. Now when you run the program, the computer will print "YES".



If a relationship is true, the computer returns the value of -1 and goes to the line number following the THEN. If the relationship is false, a value of 0 is returned and the computer goes to the statement following the ELSE. If there is no ELSE, the computer just goes to the next statement after the IF. For example, 10 20 30 40 50



IF 0 THEN :30 IF -1 THEN 50 PRINT "NO" END it



PRINT "YES1



RUhI YES



**



DONE **



Since a zero is given for the relationship in line 10, the computer does not go to line 30. Instead, it goes to line 20. Since there is a -1 for the rela tionship, the computer goes to line 50 and prints "YES". Now change line 20 to 20 IF



1 THEN 50



and run. You'll still see a "YES" printed. The reason this occurs is that the computer interprets as true any non-zero relationship. So a 1, 5, 3.23, -
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8.6E10 or any other non-zero number will make the computer go to line 20.



To see that the relational operators rank below addition and subtrac



tion in the Order of Priorities of Operators, try the following PRINT 3+K2



The result is 0 because the computer first adds 3+1 and then determines that 4, =, Concatenation &
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Appendix of Reserved Words ABS APPEND ASC ATN



BASE BREAK BYE CALL



CHR$ CLOSE CON CONTINUE COS DATA DEF



DELETE DIM DISPLAY EDIT ELSE END EOF EXP



FIXED



FOR GO GOSUB



GOTO



RES



IF INPUT INT INTERNAL LEN



RESEQUENCE



LET LIST LOG NEW NEXT NUM NUMBER OLD ON OPEN OPTION OUTPUT PERMANENT POS PRINT RANDOMIZE READ REC RELATIVE REM



RESTORE RETURN



RND RUN



SAVE



SEG$



SEQUENTIAL SGN SIN



SQR STEP STOP



STR$ SUB TAB TAN THEN



TO TRACE UNBREAK



UNTRACE UPDATE VAL VARIABLE
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Appendix ASCII CHARACTER CODES



The defined characters on the TI-99/4A Computer are the standard ASCII characters for codes 32



through 127. The following chart lists these characters and their codes. ASCII CODE CHARACTER 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40



(space) ! (exclamation point) (quote) # (number or pound sign)



ASCII



ASCII



CODE CHARACTER



CODE CHARACTER



$ (dollar)



% (percent) & (ampersand) (apostrophe) ( (open parenthesis) ) (close parenthesis)



70 71 72 73 74



42 43



* (asterisk)



44



.



41



45



— (minus)



46 47



. (period)



75 76 77 78 79



/



48



0



49 50 51 52



2 3



+ (plus) (comma)



(slant)



1



A B C D E F G H



65 66 67 68 69



I



J K L M N



l



97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110



H I



J K



L



M



N O



P



112



P



81 82 83



Q



113



Q



R S T U



114



R



115 116 117



T



7 8 9



: (colon)



91



C (open bracket)



122 123



92 93



\



124



61



; (semicolon) < (less than) = (equals)



62 63 64



> (greater than) ? (question mark) @ (at sign)



95 96



6



F G



80



V W X Y Z



4



D E



HI



84



5



B



C



O



85 86 87 88 89 90



53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60



A



118 119 120 121



(reverse slant)



3 (close bracket) A (exponentiation) _(line) x (grave)



94



S U V



w X Y Z



{



i



125 126



127



(left brace)



i



-



(right brace) (tilde)



DEL (appears on screen as a



blank.)



rhese characters are grouped into sixteen sets for use iri color graphiics programs. Set #



Character



Set #



Codes



Set*



i64-71



9



40-47



6



'



48-55 56-63



7 8



32-39



2



3



Set*



Character



96-103



13



128-135 136-143



Character



Codes



Codes



5



1



4



Character Codes 72-79



10



104-111



14



!80-87



11



112-119



15



144-151



!88-95



12



120-127



16



152-159



Two additional characters are predefined on the TI-99/4A Computer. The cursor is assigned to ASCII code 30, and the edge character is assigned to code 31.
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Appendix FUNCTION AND CONTROL KEY CODES



Codes are also assigned to the function and control keys,so that these can be referenced by the CALL KEY subprogram in TI BASIC. The codesassigned dependon the key-unit valuespecified in a CALL KEY program statement. Function Key Codes Codes TI-99/4 &> BASIC Modes



Function



Pascal Mode



Function



Key



Name



1



129



AID



2 3



130 131



CLEAR



FCTN 4



DELete



FCTN1



4



132



INSert



FCTN 2



5



133 134



QUIT



FCTN =



REDO



FCTN 8



135 136 137



ERASE



6 7



8 9 10



FCTN 7



LEFT arrow



FCTN 3 FCTN S



RIGHT arrow DOWN arrow UP arrow



FCTN D FCTN X FCTN E



11



138 139



12 13



140



PROD'D



FCTN 6



141



ENTER



ENTER



14



142



BEGIN



FCTN 5



15



143



BACK



FCTN 9



Control Key Codes Codes BASIC Mode 129 130



131 132 133 134 135 136 137



Pascal Mode



Mnemonic



2 3 4



Code SOH STX ETX EOT



5



ENQ



6



1



138 139



10



140 141



12



142 143



14



15



144



16



145 146 147 148



17



20



149



21



150 151



22 23



ACK BEL BS HT LF VT FF CR SO SI DLE DCl DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB



152



24



CAN



153



25



154 155 156 157



26



EM SUB ESC FS GS RS US



158 159



III 2



7



8 9



11 13



18 19



27



28 29 30 31



Press



CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL



Comments A B C D E F G H I



CONTROLJ CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL



K L M N O P



CONTROL Q CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL



R S T U V



CONTROL W CONTROL X



CONTROL Y CONTROL Z CONTROL.



CONTROL: CONTROL = CONTROL 8 CONTROL 9



Start of heading Start of text End of text End of transmission



Enquiry Acknowledge Bell



Backspace Horizontal tabulation Line feed Vertical tabulation Form feed



Carriage return Shift out Shift in



Data link escape Device control 1 (X-ON) Device control 2



Device control 3 (X-OFF) Device control 4



Negative acknowledge Synchronous idle End of transmission block Cancel End of medium Substitute



Escape File separator Group separator



Record separator Unit separator User's Reference Guide



Appendix KEYBOARD MAPPING



The following diagrams illustrate the key codes returned in the four keyboard modesspecified by the key-unit value in the CALL KEY statement. The figures on the upper key face are function codes, and the lower figures are control codes. 3
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SPACE
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Figure 1. Standard TI-99/4 Keyboard Scan. Keyunit = 3. Bothupper- and lower-case alphabetical characters returned as upper-case. Function codes = 1-15. No control characters active.
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148
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140 | 189 5



7



134
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a 30
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133 0 89



139 0 17



W
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9



18



80
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9
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G
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B



7



8



13G



137
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S



1



19



0 4
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P
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J
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1
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Figure 2. Pascal Keyboard Scan. Key-unit =• 4. Upper- and lower-case characters active. Function codes = 129-143. Control character codes = 1-31.
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G



H
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P



/
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L
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Figure 3. BASIC Keyboard Scan. Key-unit = 5. Upper- and lower-case characters active. Function codes = 1-15. Control character codes = 128-159,187. Key unit -
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10



!



19



7



0



W



E



R



18



4



5



8



A



S



1



8



SHIFT



0 3



Z



X



15



0



T | Y



11 j 18 G 17



F



18



c 14



S ',



9 9



B 8



0 10



"



U



1



0



p



1



4



9



8



11



18



H 1



J



K



L



8



3



12



V



b



;



n



M



13



18



J



18



0



ENTER 17



SHIFT 14



13



ALPHA



LOCK



FCTN



SPACE



CTRL



Figure 4. Split Keyboard Scan. Codes returned = 0-19.



CHARACTER CODES FOR SPLIT KEYBOARD CODES



KEYS"



CODES



0



X.M A.H



10



1



11



KEYS"



5.0 T.P



2



SJ



12



F.L



3



D,K



13



V, . (period)



4



14



C.. (comma)



8



W.U E.I R,0 2.7 3,8



9



4.9



5 6



7



15



Z.N



16



18



B. / (slash) G.; (semicolon) Q.Y



19



1.6



17



*Note that the first key listed is on the left side of the keyboard, and the second key listed is on the right side of the keyboard. III-4
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Appendix PATTERN-IDENTIFIER CONVERSION TABLE



BINARY CODE (0=off;l = on)



Blocks



HEXADECIMAL CODE 0



0000 0001



1



0010



2



0011



3



0100



4



0101



5



0110



6



0111



7



1000



8



1001



9



1010



A



1011



B



1100



C



1101



D



1110



E



mi



F



COLOR CODES COLOR
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CODE#



COLOR



CODEtt



Transparent



1



Medium Red



Black



Light Red



10



Medium Green



2 3



Dark Yellow



11



Light Green



4



Light Yellow



12



Dark Blue



5



Dark Green



13



Light Blue



6



Dark Red



7



Magenta Gray



15



Cysin



8



White



16



9



14
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Appendix HIGH-RESOLUTION COLOR COMBINATIONS



The following color combinations produce the sharpest, clearest character resolution on the TI-99/4A color monitor screen. Color codes are included in parentheses. Black on Medium Green (2. 3)



Black on Light Green (2. 4) Black on Light Blue (2. 6) Black on Dark Red (2. 7)



Black on Cyan (2. 8) Black on Medium Red (2. 9) Black on Light Red (2. 10) Black on Dark Yellow (2.11)



Black on Light Yellow (2. 12) Black on Dark Green (2. 13) Black on Magenta (2. 14) Black on Gray (2. 15) Black on White (2. 16) Medium Green on White (3. 16) Light Green on Black (4. 2) Light Green on White (4, 16)



Dark Blue on Light Blue (5. 6) Dark Blue on Gray (5. 15) Dark Blue on White (5, 16) Light Blue on Gray (6. 15) Light Blue on White (6, 16) Dark Red on Light Yellow (7. 12) Dark Red on White (7. 16) Medium Red on Light Red (9.10) Medium Red on Light Yellow (9. 12) Medium Red on White (9. 16)
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Light Red on Black (10. 2) Light Red on Dark Red (10. 7) Dark Yellow on Black (11.2) Light Yellow on Black (12. 2) Light Yellow on Dark Red (12. 7) Dark Green on Light Green (13. 4) Dark Green on Light Yellow (13. 12) Dark Green on Gray (13. 15) Dark Green on White (13, 16) Magenta on Gray (14. 15) Magenta on White (14, 16) Gray on Black (15. 2) Gray on Dark Blue (15, 5) Gray on Dark Red (15. 7) Gray on Dark Green (15. 13) Gray on White (15. 16) White on Black (16, 2) White on Medium Green (16. 3) White on Light Green (16, 4) White on Dark Blue (16. 5)



White on Light Blue (16. 6) White on Dark Red (16, 7) White on Medium Red (16. 9) White on Light Red (16. 10) White on Dark Green (16.13)



White on Magenta (16. 14) White on Gray (16, 15)
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Appendix MUSICAL TONE FREQUENCIES



The following table gives frequencies (rounded to integers) of four octaves of the tempered scale (one half-step between notes).Whilethis list does not represent the entire range of tones - or even of musical tones —it can be helpful for musical programming.



Frequency



Note



110



A



440



117



A*.Bb



466



123



B



494



131



C (low C)



523



A (above middle C) A*.B> B



C(highC) C#,D>



139



C*,Db



554



147



D



587



156



D^E*



622



165



E



659



175



F



698



F



185



F*.Gb



740



F^.G"



196



G



D



D*.Eb E



784



G



831



G*.A>



208 220



G*.A> A (below middle C)



880



220



A (below middle C) A*.B>



932



A*.B>



988 1047



B C



1109



C*.Db



233



247 262 277



B



C (middle C) C*.D>



880



A (above high C) A (above high C)



294



D



1175



D



311



D*.Eb



D*,E>



330



E



1245 1319



349



F



1397



F



370



F*,G*



1480



F*.Gb



392



G



1568



415



G*.A*



1661



440
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E



G*.A*



A (above middle C)
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Error Messages I. Errors Found When Entering a Line *



*



1. Entering an edit line which exceeds available memory 2. Adding a line to a program causes the program to exceed available memory



BAD LINE NUMBER 1. Line number or line number referenced



equals 0 or is greater than 32767 2. RESEQUENCE specifications generate a line number greater than 32767



MEMORY FULL



II. Errors Found When Symbol Table Is



* BAD NAME



Generated



1. The variable name has more than 15 characters



* CAN'T CONTINUE



1. CONTINUE was entered with no



previous breakpoint or program was edited since a breakpoint was taken. * CAN'T DO THAT



1. Attempting to use the following program statements as commands: DATA, DEF, FOR. GOTO. GOSUB, IF. INPUT. NEXT. ON. OPTION. RETURN



2. Attempting to use the following commands as program statements (entered with a line number): BYE, CONTINUE, EDIT, LIST, NEW, NUMBER, OLD, RUN, SAVE



3. Entering LIST, RUN, or SAVE with no



When RUN is entered but before any program lines are performed, the computer scans the program in order to establish a symbol table. A symbol table is an area of memory where the variables, arrays, functions, etc., for a program are stored. During this scanning process, the computer recognizes certain errors in the program, as listed below. The number of the line containing the error is printed as part of the message (for example: * BAD VALUE IN 100). Errors in this section are distinguished from those in section III, in that the screen color



remains cyan until the symbol table is generated. Since no program lines have been performed at this point, all the values in the symbol table will be zero (for numbers) and null (for strings).



program



*



INCORRECT STATEMENT 1. Two variable names in a row with no



*



1. A dimension for an array is greater than 32767



valid separator between them (ABC A or A$A) 2. A numeric constant immediately follows a variable with no valid separator between them (N 257) 3. A quoted string has no closing quote



2. A dimension for an array is zero when OPTION BASE = 1



* CAN'T DO THAT 1. More than one OPTION BASE



statement in your program 2. The OPTION BASE statement has a



mark



higher line number than an array



4. Invalid print separator between numbers



definition



in the LIST. NUMBER, or



RESEQUENCE commands 5. Invalid characters following CONTINUE, LIST. NUMBER,



RESEQUENCE, or RUN commands 6. Command keyword is not the first word in a line



7. Colon does not follow the device name in a LIST command *



LINE TOO LONG



1. The input line is too long for the input buffer
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BAD VALUE



*



FOR-NEXT ERROR



1. Mismatched number of FOR and NEXT statements



* INCORRECT STATEMENT DEF



1. No closing ")" after a parameter in a DEF statement



2. Equals sign (=) missing in DEF statement



3. Parameter in DEF statement is not a valid variable name
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Error Messages DIM



*



ON. GOTO or GOSUB statement



2. Specified line number in BREAK or UN BREAK does not exist (warning only)



a number



6. A dimension in a DIM statement is not



followed by a comma or a closing ")" 7. The array-name in a DIM statement is



BAD LINE NUMBER



1. Specified line number does not exist in



4. DIM statement has no dimensions or more than three dimensions 5. A dimension in a DIM statement is not *



BAD NAME



1. Subprogram name in a CALL statement is invalid



not a valid variable name



8. The closing ")" is missing for array



* BAD SUBSCRIPT



1. Subscript is not an integer 2. Subscript has a value greater than the specified or allowed dimensions of an



subscripts OPTION BASE



9. OPTION not followed by BASE 10. OPTION BASE not followed by 0



array



3. Subscript 0 used when OPTION BASE 1 specified



orl



*



MEMORY FULL



1. Array size too large 2. Not enough memory to allocate a variable or function



*



BAD VALUE CHAR



1. Character-code out of range in CHAR statement



*



NAME CONFLICT



1. Assigning the same name to more than one array (DIM A(5). A(2,7)) 2. Assigning the same name to an array and a simple variable 3. Assigning the same name to a variable and a function



4. References to an array have a different number of dimensions for the array (B=A(2.7)+2.PRINTA(5)) III. Errors Found When a Program Is Running When a program is running, the computer may encounter statements that it cannot perform. An error message will be printed, and unless the error is only a warning the program will end. At that point, all variables in the program will have the values assigned when the error occurred. The number of the line containing the error will be printed as part of the message (for example: CANT DO THAT IN 210). *



BAD ARGUMENT



1. A built-in function has a bad argument 2. The string expression for the built-in functions ASC or VAL has a zero length (null string) 3. In the VAL function, the string expression is not a valid representation



2. Invalid character in pattern-identifier in CHAR statement



CHR$



3. Argument negative or larger than 32767 inCHR$ COLOR



4. Character-set-number out of range in COLOR statement



5. Foreground or background color code out of range in COLOR statement EXPONENTIATION ( A; 6. Attempting to raise a negative number to a fractional power FOR



7. Step increment is zero in FOR-TOSTEP statement



HCHAR. VCHAR, GCHAR



8. Row or column-number out of range in HCHAR. VCHAR. or GCHAR statement



JOYST. KEY



9. Key-unitout of range in JOYST or KEY statement



ON



10. Numeric-expression indexing linenumber is out of range



of a numeric constant User's Reference Guide
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Error Messages OPEN CLOSE. INPUT, PRINT



4. Assigning a string value to a numeric



RESTORE



variable in a READ statement 5. Line-number in RESTORE statement



11. File-number negative or greater than 255



12. Number-of-records in the



SEQUENTIAL option of the OPEN statement is non-numeric or greater than 32767



13. Record-length in the FIXED option of the OPEN statement is greater than 32767



POS



14. The numeric-expression in the POS statement is negative, zero, or larger than 32767



SCREEN



15. Screen color-code out of range SEG$



16. The value of numeric-expression1 (character position) or numericexpression2 (length of substring) is negative or larger than 32767 SOUND



17. Duration, frequency, volume or noise specification out of range TAB



18. The value of the character position is greater than 32767 in the TAB function specification * CAN'T DO THAT



1. RETURN with no previous GOSUB statement



2. NEXT with no previous matching FOR statement



3. The control-variable in the NEXT statement does not match the control-



variable in the previous FOR statement 4. BREAK command with no line number * DATA ERROR 1. No comma between items in DATA statement



2. Variable-list in READ statement not filled but no more DATA statements are available



3. READ statement with no DATA



statement remaining



HMO



is greater than the highest line number in the program • FILE ERROR



1. Attempting to CLOSE. INPUT. PRINT, or RESTORE a file not



currently open 2. Attempting to INPUT records from a file opened as OUTPUT or APPEND 3. Attempting to PRINT records on a file opened as INPUT 4. Attempting to OPEN a file which is already open • INCORRECT STATEMENT



General



1. Opening "(". closing ")". or both missing 2. Comma missing 3. No line number where expected in a BREAK. UNBREAK. or RESTORE



(BREAK 100.) 4. "+" or " —" not followed by a numeric expression 5. Expressions used with arithmetic operators are not numeric 6. Expressions used with relational operators are not the same type 7. Attempting to use a string expression as a subscript 8. Attempting to assign a value to a function 9. Reserved word out of order



10. Unexpected arithmetic or relational operator is present 11. Expected arithmetic or relational operator missing



Built-in Subprograms 12. In JOYST. the x-return and y-return are not numeric variables



13. In KEY. the key-status is not a numeric variable



14. In GCHAR, the third specification must be a numeric variable



15. More than three tone specifications or more than one noise specification in SOUND



16. CALL is not followed by a subprogram
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Error Messages File Processing-Input/Output Statements 17. Number sign (#) or colon (:) in filenumber specification for OPEN,



NEXT



32. The keyword NEXT is not followed by control-variable



CLOSE. INPUT. PRINT, or



ONGOTO.ON-GOSUB



RESTORE is missing



33. ON is not followed by a valid numeric expression



18. File-name in OPEN or DELETE must



be a string expression 19. A keyword in the OPEN statement is invalid or appears more than once 20. The number of records in



RETURN



34. Unexpected word or character following the word RETURN



SEQUENTIAL option is less than zero



User-Defined Functions



in the OPEN statement



35. The number of function arguments does not match the number of parameters for



21. The record length in the FIXED option in the OPEN statement is less than zero



or greater than 255 22. A colon (:) in the CLOSE statement is not followed by the keyword DELETE 23. Print-separator (comma, colon, semicolon) missing in the PRINT statement where required 24. Input-prompt is not a string expression in INPUT statement



25. Filename is not a valid string



expression in SAVE or OLD command



General Program Statements FOR



26. The keyword FOR is not followed by a numeric variable



27. In the FOR statement, the control-



variable is not followed by an equals sign (=)



28. The keyword TO is missing in the FOR statement



29. In the FOR statement, the limit is not



followed by the end of line or the keyword STEP



a user-defined function * INPUT ERROR



1. Input data is too long for Input/Output buffer (if data entered from keyboard, this is only a warning —data can be re entered) 2. Number of variables in the variable-list does not match number of data items



input from keyboard or data file (warning only if from keyboard) 3. Non-numeric data INPUT for a numeric variable. This condition could be caused by reading padding characters on a file record. (Warning



only if from keyboard) 4. Numeric INPUT data produces an overflow (warning only if from keyboard) * I/O ERROR - This condition generates an



accompanying error code as follows: When an I/O error occurs, a two-digit error code (XY) is displayed with the message: * I/O ERROR XY IN line-number



The first digit (X) indicates which I/O



IF



30. The keyword THEN is missing or not followed by a line number LET



31. Equals sign (=) missing in LET statement
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operation caused the error. X Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Operation OPEN CLOSE INPUT PRINT RESTORE OLD SAVE DELETE III-ll



Error Messages The second digit (Y) indicates what kind of error occurred.



Y Value Error Type 0 Device name not found (Invalid device or file name in DELETE, LIST, OLD, or SAVE command)



1



Device write protected (Attempting to write to a protected file) Bad open attribute (One or more OPEN options are illegal or do not



2



match the file characteristics)



3



Illegal operation (Input/output



• NUMBER TOO BIG (warning eiven - value replaced by computer limit as shown below) 1. A numeric operation produces an overflow (value greater than 9.9999999999999E127 or less than



-9.9999999999999E127)



2. READing from DATA statement results in an overflow assignment to a numeric variable 3. INPUT results in an overflow



assignment to a numeric variable • STRING-NUMBER MISMATCH



1. A non-numeric argument specified for a



command not valid)



built-in function, tab-function, or



exponentiation operation



5



Out of space (Attempting to write when insufficient space remains on the storage medium) End of file (Attempting to read past



6



the end of a file) Device error (Device not connected,



4



or is damaged. This error can occur during file processing if an accessory device is accidentally disconnected while the program is 7



running.) File error (The indicated file does not exist or the file type —program file or data file — does not match the



access mode.) * MEMORY FULL



1. Not enough memory to allocate the specified character in CHAR statement 2. GOSUB statement branches to its own line-number



3. Program contains too many pending subroutine branches with no RETURN



performed



4. Program contains too many user-defined functions which refer to other userdefined functions



5. Relational, string, or numeric expression too long 6. User-defined function references itself
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2. A non-numeric value found in a



specification requiring a numeric value 3. A non-string value found in a specification requiring a string value 4. Function argument and parameter disagree in type, or function type and expression type disagree for a userdefined function



5. File-number not numeric in OPEN, CLOSE, INPUT, PRINT, RESTORE



6. Attempting to assign a string to a numeric variable



7. Attempting to assign a number to a string variable Note: Additional error codes may occur when you are using various accessories, such as the TI Disk Memory System or Solid State Thermal Printer, with the computer. Consult the appropriate device owner's manual for more information on these error codes.



IV. Error Returned When an OLD Command Is Not Successful ♦CHECK PROGRAM IN MEMORY



The OLD command does not clear program memory unless the loading operation is successful. If an OLD command fails or is



interrupted, however, any program currently in memory may be partially or completely overwritten by the program being loaded. LIST the program in memory before proceeding.
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Glossary



Words in italics and followed by an 44*" are also referenced in the Glos sary. Note that words with an [*] after them are defined in the Texas Instruments TI-99/4A User's Reference Guide and are reproduced here with permission of Texas Instruments, Inc.



ABS—the absolute value function of BASIC. The ABS function returns the magnitude of its argu ments*. See magnitude*. For example: PRINT ABS 2.5



(-2.5)



returns a value of 2.5 as the magnitude of 2.5. absolute value function—see ABS *.



accessory devices!*]—additional equipment which attaches to the computer and extends its func tions and capabilities. Included are preprogrammed Command Modules* and units which send, receive or store computer data, such as printers and disks. These are often called peripherals. address—the identification of a memory location in the computer. For example, your computer has 16K addresses which identify each of the 16K bytes of random access memory* in the TI-99/4A. See also byte*.



algorithm—a way to solve a problem in a finite number of steps. For example, a computer program is an algorithm. A recipe is also an algorithm. alphanumeric—a contraction of the term "alphabetic and numeric". The alphanumeric keys are those which produce either a letter of the alphabet, A-Z, or a numeral: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.9. arctangent function—see ATN*. argument—the value you supply to a function which enables it to produce an output. The arguments



of functions are usually enclosed in parentheses following the function. For example: PRINT TAB(3)



arithmetic expression—a group of arithmetic operators and operands. For example, the following are some arithmetic expressions, where A and B are variables 2 + 2 3 x 6-8 A-3 x B



8.3 + (B x 7-3 / 2) / A



arithmetic operator—a symbol used for arithmetic operations. For example A



exponentiation



x



negation, also called unary minus multiplication



/ +



division addition



subtraction, also called binary minus



Note that the same symbol is used for negation as for subtraction. Besides the arithmetic operators, there are also logical operators, * and concatenation. * array[*]—a collection of numeric or string variables, arranged in a list or matrix for processing by the computer. Each element in an array is referenced by a subscript* describing its position in the list. ASC—a BASIC string function which produces the ASCII code when a character or string expression which reduces to a character is given as its argument. ASC can be used as either a direct command or in a program statement. As an example of its use, 197



198



-Glossary PRINT ASCC'A") 65



returns a value of 65 as the ASCII code for "A". ASC and CHR$* are inversefunctions*.



ASCII[*]—the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, the code structure used inter nally in most personal computers to represent letters, numbers, and special characters. assembly language—a higher level language than machine language. A program called an assem bler converts assembly language instructions into machine language. Assembly language is much more convenient for people to use than trying to program in machine language directly. ATN—the ATN function returns the angle in radians when you supply the tangent of that angle as the argument of ATN. For example, if the tangent is .5463024898. then PRINT ATN(.5463024898)



.5



shows that the angle .5 radians has a tangent of .5463024898. The tangent function and arctangent function are Inverse functions, that is, for any angle X, the following identity holds X=ATN(TAN(X>)



auto repeat—a contraction of the term "automatic repeat". If you hold down any key which produces



a character, the computer will automatically keep generating that character. The auto repeat feature acts as if you pressed the same key many times.



base—the number which is raised to a power. For example, the EXP* function uses the number e. Another definition of base refers to number systems. For example, ten is the base of our ordinary deci mal system, while two is the base of the binary system. The reason these numbers are called the base of a number system is that any number can be expressed as the sum of powers of the base. For exam ple: 521=5xl08 + 2xl0'+lxl0»



background color—the background color surrounding a character. See also foreground color* and CALL COLOR*.



BASIC!*]—an easy-to-use popular programming language used in most personal computers. The word BASIC is an acronym for "Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code." baud[*]—commonly used to refer to bits per second.



binary!*]—a number system based on two digits, 0 and 1. The internal language and operations of the computer are based on the binary system. binary number—see binary*.



bit—contraction of the term binary digit. In the binary number system, only the numerals 0 and 1 are allowed as digits. See also binary*. branch!*]—a departure from the sequential performance of program statements. An unconditional branch causes the computer to jump to a specific program line every time the branching statement is encountered. A conditional branch transfers program control based on the result of some arithmetic or logical operation. BREAK—a BASIC word which can be used in either a command or statement to interrupt the execu



tion of a program. The arguments of BREAK specify the line numbers before which execution will stop. You can use the CON* (see CONTINUE*) command to resume execution after a breakpoint* if you have not edited the program. breakpoint!*]—a point in the program specified by the BREAK* command where program execution



can be suspended. During a breakpoint, you can perform operations in the Command Mode* to help you locate program errors. Program execution can be resumed with a CONTINUE* command, unless editing took place while the program was stopped.



BREAKPOINT—when the execution of a program is interrupted by either (l)the FCTN and CLEAR keys being pressed, or (2) execution of a BREAK statement, or (3) execution of a BREAK command, the message • BREAKPOINT AT LINE XX



is printed, where XX is the line number where execution is interrupted. See also BREAK*.



buffer!*]—an area of computer memory for temporary storage of an input or output record.



*u8l*l—a hardware defect or programming error which causes the intended operation to be performed incorrectly. BYE—a BASIC word which exits you from BASIC. Useful with a disk system.



byte!*]—a string of binary* digits (bits)treated as a unit, often representing one date character*. The computer's memory capacity is often expressed as the number of bytes available. For example, a com puter with 16K bytes of memory has about 16.000 bytes available for storing programs and data.



CALL CHAR—a BASIC subprogram which allows you to define graphics characters. The general form is
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CALL CHAR (character-code."pattern identifier") The character-code is specified by an ASCII code in the range 32-159. The pattern identifier is specified using hexadecimal codes for the left and right blocks of the character. See also the Appendix of the Pattern-Identifier Conversion Table.



CALL CLEAR—a BASIC subprogram which clears the screen.



CALL COLOR—a BASIC subprogram which allows you to specify the foregound and background color for groups of characters. The general form of the subprogram is CALL COLOR (character-set-number,foreground-color-code,background-color-code)



The character-set-codes for different groups are shown in the Appendix of ASCII Character Codes. The color codes for foreground and background colors are given in the Appendix of Color Codes. CALL GCHAR—a BASIC subprogram that returns the character located at a given position on the screen. The general form is CALL GCHAR(row-number,column-number,numeric-variable)



You specify the row and column number, and CALL GCHAR returns the ASCII character code of the character at that position in the numeric variable. The row and column numbers can also be numeric expressions. Any legal variable can be used for the numeric variable.



CALL HCHAR—a BASICsubprogram which prints a character at a position on the screen specified by the row and column numbers. The general form is CALL HCHAR(row-number,column-number,character-code,number-of-repetitions)



The default value for the argument number-of-repetitions is 1, so it's not necessary to specify this argu ment if you only want to print one character. The CALL HCHAR prints repetition characters horizon tally. For example, the command CALL HCHAR(12,16,30,10)



will print 10 cursor blocks across the screen starting at row 12, column 16. Numeric expressions may be used for the arguments. The screen is considered to have rows labeled 1-24, and columns 1-32. The valid character-codes and



repetitions are 0-32767.



CALL SCREEN—a BASIC subprogram that changes the screen color according to a numeric code specified by the argument. For example CALL SCREEN(7)



changes the screen background color to dark red. If you execute this subprogram as a direct command, the border around your screen will change color for just a second. If CALL SCREEN is executed as a statement, as in 10 CALL SCREEN(7)



and RUN, you will see the entire screen change color. A complete list of the color codes for the argument of CALL SCREEN is given in the Appendix of Color Codes. CALL SOUND—a subprogram which generates a sound. For example. CALL SOUND(1000,300,1)



produces a tone which lasts 1000 msec (1 second), of frequency 300 Hz (see Hertz*) and volume 1. A



tone is a sound of a single frequency. The general form of CALLSOUND is CALL SOUND(duration,frequency 1,volume 1,frequency 2,volume 2,frequency 3,volume 3,frequency 4,volume 4)



where the frequencies and volumes for 2, 3, and 4 are optional arguments. A negative frequency value in the range -1 to -8 produces a predefined noise. The duration of the sound may be specified from 1 to 4250 msec, the frequency from 110 to 44733 Hz, and the volume from 0 (loudest) to 30 (quietest). A maximum of three tones and one noise can be gener ated simultaneously. CALL VCHAR—a BASIC subprogram which prints a character at a position on the screen specified by the row and column numbers. The general form is CALL VCHAR (row-number,column-number,character-code,number-of-repetitions)



The default value for the argument number-of-repetitions is 1. so it's not necessary to specify this argu ment if you only want to print one character. The CALL VCHAR prints repetition characters vertically. For example, the direct command CALL VCHAR (12,16,30,10)



will print 10 cursor blocks down the middle of the screen starting at row 12, column 16. The screen is considered to have rows labeled 1-24, and columns 1-32. The valid character-codes and



repetitions are 0-32767.



CALL JOTST—a BASIC subprogram which allows you to input data via the optional Wired Remote Controllers.



CALL KET—a BASIC subprogram which allows the computer to read the keyboard and determine what key is depressed or has been released. The general form Is CALL KEY(key-unit,return-variable,status-variable)
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-Glossary



The key-unit values may be 0-5. For more information on how these values set up the keyboard, see



the Appendix on Keyboard Mapping. The return-variable is given a numeric character code corre sponding to the key pressed. The status-variable returns information concerning what has happened since the last CALL KEY execution.



character function—see CHR$*.



character!*]—a letter, number, punctuation symbol, or special graphics symbol. CHR$—a BASIC string function which can be used as either a direct command or in a statement. CHR$ produces a character when a number or numeric expression is given as its argument. For exam ple PRINT CHR$(65)



prints the letter "A" on your screen. The CHR$ and ASC* functions are inverse functions*. That is, for any number X, X=CHR$(ASC(X))



See also the Appendix of ASCII Character Codes. CLEAR—pressing the FCTN and "4" key activates the CLEAR feature. The "4" key is referred to as the CLEAR key because the printed scale that slides over the top row of keys is labeled "CLEAR" over



the "4" key. When a program is running, the FCTN and CLEAR keys will interrupt execution. If you are typing in program lines using Number Mode (see NUM*) the FCTN and CLEAR will exit you from Number Mode.



CLOSE—a BASIC word used in a direct command or statement to close files that have been opened (see OPEN*). The argument of CLOSE is the file number to be closed. For example CLOSE #1



will close file number 1. Note that the " # " sign must precede the file number. command!*]—an instruction which the computer performs immediately. Commands are not a part of a program and thus are entered with no preceding line number. Command Mode[*]—when no program is running, the computer Is in the Command (or Immediate) Mode and performs each task as it is entered. command modules!*]—preprogrammed ROM* modules which are easily inserted in the TI computer to extend its capabilities. common logs—logarithms to base 10 (see base*, and LOG*). To convert from natural logs to common logs, just divide by LOG(10). For example, to print the common log of 2. do PRINT LOG(2)/LO6(10) .3010299957



compiler—a program that translates or compiles source* code written in a high-level language into machine language. While BASIC translates one line at a time, a compiler translates the entire program Into machine language. This machine language version of the high-level program can then be exe cuted. The code produced by a compiler executes much faster than a BASIC interpreter because the BASIC Interpreter must translate each program line into machine code every time the line is encoun tered. In contrast, the compiler does the translation only once. Compilers are commonly used for lan guages such as FORTRAN and COBOL. compound interest—rather than paying interest only once a year, banks may pay you interest by the month or even daily. Your money grows faster this way. Of course, you also pay more interest to a bank under compound interest if you borrow money. computer animation—producing the illusion of movement (animation) by rapidly showing a sequence of computer generated images. CON—see CONTINUE*.



concatenation!*]—linking two or more strings* to make a longer string. The "fit" is the concatena tion operator.



conditional branch—also called a conditional jump. Test for the truth or falseness of a relation



before branching to a line. An IF-THEN-ELSE statement is an example of a conditional branch. See also branch*. IF*, and ON*.



constant!*]—a specific numeric or string* value. A numeric constant is any real number, such as 1.2 or -9054. A string constant is any combination of up to 112 characters enclosed in quotes, such as "HELLO THERE" or "275 FIRST ST."



CONTINUE—long form of CON (see CON*). The CON or CONTINUE command resumes execution after a breakpoint if you have not changed the program. See also BREAK* and BREAKPOINT*. control characters—a term for control codes*. Although there are no pre-defined ASCII printable characters for codes 0-29, they can be accessed through the CHR$* function just as if they were printa ble.
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control codes—codes which are not assigned to a printable character. Control codes are normally used in data communications, and to control devices such as printers. The standard control codes for the T1-99/4A have code numbers 0-29. See also the Appendices on Function and Control Key Codes, and Keyboard Mapping for typical applications and information on how to generate these codes from the keyboard. control variable—see FOR*.



COS—the COS function returns the cosine of its argument in radians. The cosine of a right triangle is defined as the side adjacent the angle to the hypotenuse. For example: PRINT C0S(.5) .8775825619



cosine function—see COS*.



cursor!*]—a symbol which indicates where the next character* will appear on the screen when you press a key. data[*]—basic elements of information which are processed or produced by the computer. DATA—a BASIC word used in statements which contain the data read by READ* statements* database—a collection of items. Sometimes spelled "data base". data files—files of data. Sometimes spelled "data files".



debugging—to remove the bugs in a program or equipment. The term bugs refers to any problems or errors which prevents your program or equipment from working properly. decrement—to decrease. Commonly used to mean decrease by one. DEF—a BASIC word used in a statement that allows you to define your own function. For example, 10 DEF SQUARE(X)=X*X 20 PRINT SQUARE(2)



Line 10 defines the function "SQUARE". Line 20 prints the value of SQUARE when its argument is 2. default!*]—a standard characteristic or value which the computer assumes If certain specifications are omitted within a statement* or a program*. DELETE—a BASIC word used to delete files from a storage device such as a disk. delimit—to specify the limits. destructive cursor—a cursor which erases every character it passes over. device!*]—(see accessory devices). DIM—a BASIC word used to declare dimensioned variables. The argument of DIM is the array name and its maximum index. For example, DIM N(100)



declares an array called N consisting of the elements* N(0), N(l). N(2) N(100). The three dots indi cate that the elements N(3) to N(99) are also declared. The computer allocates space for each element of a numeric array. However, each element of a string array is set to no characters (the null string). Up to three dimensions or indexes can be defined for an array. The default value for each index is 10. So it's not really necessary to do a DIM N(10) or



DIM N(10,10) or



DIM N(10,10,10)



More than one array name can be specified by a DIM statement. dimensioned variables—variables which are accessed by a number or numeric expression as well as a name. Dimensioned variables must be declared by a DIM statement (see DIM*). direct command—an instruction to the computer which is immediately executed. Sometimes called just "command". That is, a direct command has no line number as does a statement. In some com mands, such as TRACE and BREAK the action of the command is not apparent to you until the pro gram starts to execute.



disk!*]—a mass storage device capable of random and sequential access. DISPLAT—a BASIC word used in statements or direct commands to print information on the screen. Equivalent to PRINT when printing to the screen.



display!*]—(noun) the video screen: (verb) to cause characters to appear on the screen. display memory—a special portion of the computer memory which contains information about the characters on the screen. The display memory contains the ASCII code, foreground color, and back ground color of each character. dummy argument—an argument whose name does not matter. duration—the time that a sound produced by CALL SOUND* lasts.
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dynamic—changing editing—verb form of "edit," which means to alter or change. Editing a program may involve the addition, replacement or deletion of characters.



Edit Hode[*]—the mode used to change existing program lines. The EDIT mode is entered by using the Edit Command or by entering the line number followedby SHIFTJ-or SHIFTf. The line specified is displayed on the screen and changes can be made to any character* using the editing keys. element—an item of an array*. END—a BASIC word which causes the computer to stop execution. The END is commonly the highest numbered statement in a program. Use of END is optional since the computer automatically stops after executing the line with the highest line number. See also STOP*. end-of-file[*]—the condition indicating that all data* has been read from aflle*. ENTER—a key which, when pressed, tells the computer that you're done entering a line of input EOF—a BASIC function which determines if the end-of-file has been reached. Not used with cassette



tape.



execute!*]—to run a program; to perform the task specified by a statement* or command*. EXP—the exponential function of BASIC. This function raises the number e to the power given by its argument. The argument is the exponent of e. For example: PRINT EXP(1)



2.718281828 see also LOG*.



exponent!*]—a number indicating the power to which a number or expression* is to be raised; usu



ally written at the right and above the number. For example, 28=2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2. InTI BASIC the exponent is entered following the A symbol or following the letter "E" in scientific nota tion*. For example, 2"=2 A 8; 1.3 x 10"= 1.3E25.



exponential—another term for scientific notation. See also exponent exponential function—see EXP*.



exponentiation—the process of raising a number to a power. See also exponent. expression!*]—a combination of constants, variables, and operators which can be evaluated to a single result. Included are numeric, string, and relational expressions. FCTN—a key which is used with other keys to provide extra functions. For example, pressing the FCTN key and then a key with a printable symbol on its side will print that character. Thus FCTN and the "I" key will print a question mark "?". field—a group of 14 columns



file[*]—a collection of related data records stored on a device; also used interchangeably with device* for input/output equipment which cannot use multiple files, such a a line printer. FIXED—a BASIC word used in an OPENstatement to specify that the records are all the same length. The optional argument of FIXED may be a number or numeric expression which tells the maximum length of a record.



fixed-length records!*]—records in a file* which are all the same length. If a file has fixed-length records of 95 characters, each record will be allocated 95 bytes* even if the data* occupies only 76 positions. The computer will add padding characters on the right to ensure that the record has the specified length.



flowchart—a diagram consisting ot graphical symbols and arrows which describe the logical deci sions and flow of data in a program. FOR—part of a FOR-NEXT loop. The FOR-NEXT statements cause controlled looping between state ments. For example, 10 FOR 1=1 T0 10 STEP 2 20 PRINT I 30 NEXT I



40 PRINT "DONE"



causes the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7. and 9 to be printed on your screen. The control variable I is initially set to the lower limit of 1. Line 20 prints I and line 30 adds the STEP size of 2 to I and then checks to see if



this new value of I exceeds the upper limit of 10. If not, the computer starts execution again from the line following the FOR. If the new value of I exceeds the upper limit, then the computer starts executing the statement after the NEXT. Any legal variable name can be used for the control variable. foreground color—the color of a character. See also background color*, and CALL COLOR*.



format—the manner or appearance in which something, such as output, is presented. frequency— 1 divided by the period of a wave. The frequency specifies the number of occurrences of a wave's peak amplitude per second for a wave of a single frequency.
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function!*]—a feature which allows you to specify as "single" operations a variety of procedures, each of which actually contains a number of steps: for example, a procedure to produce the square root via a simple reference name. GOSUB—a BASIC word used in a statement which directs the computer to execute the subroutine



specified by the argument of GOSUB. For example, the statement 20 GOSUB 100



directs the computer to execute the subroutine starting at line 100. See also RETURN*. GOTO—a BASIC word used in statements to make the computer GOTO a line. The argument of GOTO is the next line that the computer will execute after the GOTO. For example: 10 GOTO 30 20 PRINT 30 PRINT 2+2



the "GOTO 30" of line 10 will make the computer skip line 20 and execute line 30 next. graphics!*]—visual constructions on the screen, such as graphs, patterns, and drawings, both statio nary and animated. TI BASIC has built-in subprograms which provide easy-to-use color graphic capa bilities.



graphics line!*]—a 32-character line used by the TI BASIC graphics subprograms. grid—a rectangular arrangement of lines. For example, the pattern formed by the wires of a screen door is an example of a grid. The horizontal and vertical coordinates of points you can print at on the TV screen using CALL HCHAR* and CALL VCHAR* define a grid. hardware!*]—the various devices which comprise a computer system, including memory, the key board, the screen, disk drives, line printers, etc. Hertz—a unit of frequency named after the famous 19th century physicist Heinrich Hertz. A Hertz equals one cycle per second and is abbreviated Hz.



hexadecimal!*]—a base-16 number system using 16 symbols, 0-9 and A-F. It is used as a convenient "shorthand" way to express binary* code. For example, 1010 in binary = A in hexadecimal. 11111111 = FF. Hexadecimal is used in constructing patterns for graphics characters in the CALL CHAR subprogram. Hz—see Hertz*.



D?—a BASIC word used in a statement with THEN and optionally ELSE to specify a conditional branch* in a program. The general form is IF relation THEN



line number XX ELSE



line number YY



The IF statement says that if the relation is true, the computer should execute line number XX next. If the relation is false, the computer executes line number YY next. For example. 20 IF A=B THEN 100 ELSE 60



Line 20 says that if the variable A equals the variable B. the computer should execute line 100 next. If A is unequal to B. the computer will execute line 60 next. Without the ELSE, the computer would just execute the line following 20 if the relation was false. immediate mode[*]—see Command Mode*.



increment!*]—a positive or negative value which consistently modifies a variable*. incremented—see increment*.



index number—a number or numeric expression which specifies a specific variable in an array*. Another name for an index number is subscript*. index variable—a variable* which is used to index or select another quantity. For example, in the dimensioned variable. A(I), the variable I is called the index variable because it selects a specific A(I). See also dimensioned variables*.



Individual Retirement Account (IRA)—a method by which you save money toward your retire ment and not pay taxes until you start collecting. For example, an employed person can contribute up to $2000 a year toward an IRA. You do not pay taxes on the money contributed or the interest until the money is withdrawn which you can start at age 59'/2. For more details, check with any bank. infinite loop—a loop that will never terminate unless the program is interrupted. For example, the program consisting of the singe line 10 GOTO 10



forms an infinite loop. initial value—the first value that a variable is given. inner loop—a loop which lies entirely inside of another. INPUT—a BASIC word used in a statement which halts execution to allow you to enter input from the keyboard. For example, the program 10 INPUT B 20 PRINT 2*B
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will halt when line 10 is executed. You'll see a "?" to prompt you to enter a value for B. Optionally, you can include some text to be printed by enclosing it within quotes. For example, 10 INPUT"NUMBER=?":B 20 PRINT 2*B



The general form is INPUT "Text":List of Variables



Actually, the text string can be a string variable. For example, 10 A$="NUMBERS=?"



20 INPUT A$:A,B 30 PRINT A+B



will also work. The INPUT is also used to input data from a storage device.



input[*]—(noun) data* to be placed in computer memory; (verb) the process of transferring data into memory.



input line!*]—the amount of data* which can be entered at one time. In TI BASIC,this is 112 charac ters.



INT—the integer function of BASIC. This function truncates or cuts off the decimal portion of the argument of INT. For example; PRINT INT(2.5) 2



returns a 2 because the decimal part, .5, is removed by INT. integer function—see INT. integer!9]—a whole number, either positive, negative, or zero. INTERNAL—a BASIC word used in an OPEN* statement to tell the computer to record data in inter nal machine format. This format is more efficient for the computer.



internal data-format!*]—data* in the form used directly by the computer. Internal numeric data is



8 bytes* long plus 1 byte which specifies the length. The length for internal string data is one byte per character in the string* plus one length-byte.



interpreter—a program which interprets or converts each line of the source code to machine code as it is encountered. The BASIC in your computer is an Interpreter.



inverse functions—functions which are the opposite of one another. For example X=EXP(L0G(X))



for any number X, the above is an identity because that EXP and LOG functions are inverse functions. Likewise, the CHR$ and ASC functions are inverse functions since for any character X$ within the range of their allowed arguments X$=CHR$(ASC(X$))



For example, enter the following direct command: PRINT CHR$(ASC("A"))



and you'll see an "A" printed. See also the Appendix of ASCII Character Codes. I/O!*]—Input/'Output; usually refers to a device function. I/O is used for communication between the computer and other devices (e.g.. keyboard, disk).



iteration!*]—the technique of repeating a group of program statements; one repetition of such a group. See loop*.



key-unit—the first argument of CALL KEY*. The key-unit defines the mode In which the keyboard is scanned. See the Appendix of Keyboard Mapping.



kilobyte—1024 bytes. Commonly abbreviated as K byte. For example, your TI-99/4A computer has 16 Kbytes of RAM*.



LBN—a BASIC string function which returns the length ofa string used as its argument. For example, PRINT LENC'AA") 2



returns a value of 2 because there are two characters in the string "AA". length function—see LEN*.



LET—a BASICword which assigns a value to a variable. LET is optional and so is usually not explic itly typed in. For example, LET X=1



and X=1



both assign the value 1 to X. You can assign values to variables by either a direct command or in a statement.



level—the level of detail in a pseudocode program. Higher levels have less detail than low level descriptions. The term level is also applied to the description of computer languages. A high level Ian-
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guage such as BASIC is much closer to English than assembly language or machine language. See also BASIC*, assembly language*, and machine language*. limit—the end or border of a quantity. line[*]—see graphics line, input line, print line, or program line.



linear array—dimensioned variables with a single index. For example, N(I) is a linear array. The term "linear array" comes from a geometric analogy to a straight line of array elements since only one index is used per element.



LIST—a BASIC word which lists the program in memory. The general form of LIST is LIST starting line-final line If no arguments are given for the starting and final line, the LIST command lists the entire program. If the starting line is absent, the program lists up to the final line. For example, LIST -300



will list from the lowest line number up to and including line 300. If the final line is not specified, the program lists until the end of the program. For example, LIST 300-



will list from line 300 to the end.



The LIST command can also be used to list a program to a device through the RS-232-C interface. For example, if you have a printer operating at 1200 baud connected via the RS-232 C interface, the com mand



LIST "RS232.BA=1200"



will print your program on the printer. literal—a character or symbol that has no special meaning to the computer. For example, "A", "B", "!", "#" etc. have no special meaning nor does the string of literals "MONEY". However, "PRINT".



"LIST", "*", "/", do have special meaning to the computer when used as a command or statement. These words or symbols with special meaning to the computer are called tokens. Putting these tokens within quotes turns off their special meaning. For example PRINT "PRINT"



uses the command PRINT to print the string of literals "PRINT."



load—the process of loading a program from a storage device such as cassette tape, wafer tape or disk back into the memory of the computer. For a cassette tape, type in OLD



CS1



and press the ENTER key.



LOG—the BASIC function which returns the natural logarithm (log)of its argument. The natural log is to the base e. In general, for the number y which equals e raised to the X'th power Y=eAX



then X is the log of Y. In other words X = LOG(Y). For example: PRINT LOG (1)



0



The log of 1 is 0 because l=e° where Y= 1 and X=0.



The EXP and LOG functions are inverse functions of each other. That is, for any number Y. Y=L0G (EXP(Y))



For example: PRINT LOG



(EXP(D)



1 since



Y=eAL0G (Y)



is an identity. That is, both sides of this equation always match for any number Y. logical operators—test for the truth or falseness of relations. The logical operators are: = equal 




greater than



< >



unequal



< = less than or equal to > = greater than or equal to The result of a logical test returns the value "-1" if the result is true or "0" if the result is false. For example, PRINT 3>2



-1 PRINT "AB">="A" -1
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are both true, while PRINT 3=2 0



is false.



loop!*]—a group of consecutive program lines which are repeatedly performed, usually a specified number of times.



machine language—the lowest level language that the computer understands. Machine language consists of bits (see bits*) that tell the computer exactly what to do. A high-level language like BASIC must interpret each BASIC command or statement into a low-level code that the computer under stands. See also BASIC* and level*. Machine language is very hard for most people to directly write programs. However, you can write programs that execute very rapidly in machine language compared to BASIC.



magnitude—the value or size of a number, without regard to its sign. For example +2, and -2 both have a magnitude of 2. The magnitude is also called the absolute value of a number (see ABS*). main program—portion of the program that is the main control. mantissa!*]—the base number portion of a number expressed in scientific notation*. In 3.264E + 4, the mantissa is 3.264.



mass storage device!*]—an accessory device*, such as a cassette recorder or disk drive, which



stores programs and/or data* for later use by the computer. This information is usually recorded in a format readable by the computer, not people. memory!*]—see RAM, and ROM, and mass storage device. milliseconds—thousandths of a second, where the prefix milll means 1/1000. The abbreviation of milliseconds is msec, or just ms. mode—manner or way. module!*]—see Command Module. msec.—abbreviation of milliseconds*.



multi—prefix meaning multiple; that is, more than one. natural logarithm function—see LOG*.



negative duration—in a CALL SOUND statement* a negative duration specifies that any sound being generated by another statement should be stopped and the current CALL SOUND be executed. nested loops—loops which lie entirely within one another. See also loop*. FOR*.



NEW—a BASIC command which deletes the program in memory, and also any variables. NEXT—see FOR*.



noise[*]—various sounds which can be used to produce interesting sound effects. A noise, rather than a tone, is generated by the CALLSOUNDsubprogram* when a negative frequency value is specified (1 through -8). normalized radix representation—a common way of internally storing binary numbers in the com puter. After a decimal number has been converted to binary, the most significant" 1" of the mantissa* is not stored. For more details, see BASIC: Advanced Concepts.



null string!*]—a string* which contains no characters and has zero length. NUM—short form of NUMBER*.



NUMBER—long form of NUM. A BASIC function which automatically provides a line number when you are typing in program lines. For example: NUM 100



will generate line numbers 100, 110, 120, ... To stop this automatic line numbering, just press the ENTER key without typing anything after the number. You can also stop by press the FCTN and CLEAR keys. The general form of NUM is NUM starting line,increment



where the first argument is the starting line number and the second argument is the increment of the lines. The default values are 100 for the starting line and 10 as the increment. Number Mode[*]—the mode assumed by the computer when it is automatically generating program line* numbers for entering or changing statements.



numeric string—a string of legal numeric symbols, which may consist of the numerals 0-9; the " + " or"-" signs, the letter "E", and a decimal point. For example. "1" "-2"



"-3.5E-3"



are all legal numeric strings. Legal numeric strings can be converted by the VAL* function to a number. Likewise the STR$* function can convert a number to a string.
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Leading and trailing blanks in a numeric string are ignored by VAL. For example PRINT VAL (" 1



")



will print the number 1.



The two leading and two trailing spaces after the numeral 1 in the string " 1 " are ignored by VAL. numeric variable—a variable whose value is a number.



OLD—a BASIC command used to read in a program from a storage device. For example, the direct command



OLD



CS1



will instruct the computer to read in the program stored on cassette device 1. You will be prompted by the computer as to what to do. See also SAVE*.



ON—a BASIC word used with either GOTO or GOSUB to direct execution depending on the value of a variable. The general form is ON numeric-expression GOTO line number 1,line number 2, . . . or



ON numeric-expression GOSUB line number 1,line number 2, . . .



The computer evaluates the numeric expression and truncates it to an integer. Then the computer uses that value as a pointer to direct execution to the list of line numbers. For example, if X = 2, the state ment



20 ON X GOTO 40,60,80



will direct the computer to line 60 since that is the second line number in the list. The ON is an exam ple of a conditional branch* statement. OPEN—a BASIC word which can be used in a direct command or statement to open a device such as a cassette tape unit, disk, RS-232C interface, etc. for access by a program. See also OUTPUT*, RELA TIVE*, SEQUENTIAL*, INTERNAL*, and FIXED*.



operator!*]—a symbol used in calculations (numeric operators) or in relationship comparisons (rela tional operators). The numeric operators are +, -, *. /, A. The relational operators are >, = , .



OPTION BASE—a BASIC word used in a statement to set the lower limit of array subscripts to one instead of zero. The argument of OPTION BASE is either "0" or "1". For example, the statement 10 OPTION BASE 1



sets the lower limit of arrays to 1. If there is no OPTION BASE in a program, the default value is zero for the lower limit of array subscripts. outer loop—a loop which lies entirely outside of another.



output!*]—(noun) information supplied by the computer; (verb) the process of transferring informa tion from the computer's memory onto a device, such as a screen, line printer, or mass storage device*.



OUTPUT—a BASIC word used in an OPEN statement to specify that a file may only be written. overflow!*]—the condition which occurs when a rounded value greater than 9.9999999999999E127 or less than -9.9999999999999E 127 is entered or computed. When this happens, the value is replaced by the computer's limit, a warning is displayed, and the program* continues. parameter!*]—any of a set of values that determine or affect the output of a statement* orfunction*. Pascal—a computer language designed by Niklaus Wirth and named in honor of the famous 17th century physicist and mathematician, Blaise Pascal. For more information on the history of computers and fundamental computer technology, see the book Foundations of Computer Technology. period—the time between events. For example, if you borrow money, the period is the time between your monthly payments. If you deposit money in a bank, the period is the time interval between pay ments of interest to you. For a sound wave described by a sine wave, the period is the time between two adjacent peaks of the wave. The frequency is 1 divided by the period. So if the time between peaks is .001 second, the frequency is 1000 cycles or 1000 Hz (see Hertz*). permutation—an ordered arrangement of objects. For example, the numbers 1,2. and 3 can be arranged in the following ways 123 132 213 231



312 321



Each of these arrangements is called a permutation of 1, 2, and 3. Note that the order in which the numbers are arranged makes each permutation unique. picture elements—the dots or elements which make up a picture. Also called pixels. pitch—the frequency of a sound wave.
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pixels—contraction of the term picture elements*. planes—layers in which sprites* can be defined. Sprites in one plane can appear to pass over or



under other sprites depending on which plane the sprite is defined in. pointer—a variable which keeps track or points to another variable or item of data. Your computer uses an internal pointer ot keep track of the next item to read in a DATA* statement. See also READ*. POS—a BASIC string function which returns the starting position of a search string in a data string. The general form of POS is POS (data string.search string.starting position of search) For example, the direct command PRINT P0S("ABCDEVD",1) 4



returns a value of 4 because the "D" is found at the fourth position from the left of "ABCDE". position function—see POS*. power-of-ten—see scientific notation*.



principal—the amount you own. For example, if you put $1000 into a savings account, the $1000 is called the principal. If you earn 10% interest per year, then after one year your principal is $1000 + $100 = $1100.



PRINT—a BASIC word that prints the value of variables or the results of calculations. PRINT is also used to output data to files on storage devices such as cassette tape and disk. PRINT may be used as a direct command or in a statement.



printable—capable of producing a visible character. print line[*]—a 28-position line used by the PRINT and DISPLAY statements. program!*]—a set of statements which tell the computer how to perform a complete task.



program line[*]—a line containing a single statement*. The maximum length of a program line is 112 characters*.



prompt!*]—a symbol (>) which marks the beginning of each command* or program line* you enter; a symbol or phrase that requests input from the user. pseudo—a prefix which literally means false. See also pseudo-random number*.



pseudocode—literally meaning "false code". Pseudocode consists of English-like statements that describe the program. pseudorandom—see pseudo-random number*. Another spelling of pseudo-random. pseudo-random number!*]—a number produced by a definite set of calculations (algorithm) but which is sufficiently random to be considered as such for some particular purpose. A true random number is obtained entirely by chance.



radix-100[*]—a number system based on 100. See "Accuracy Information" (in the TI-99/4A User's Reference Guide) for information on number representation.



RAM[*]—random access memory; the main memory where program statements and data* are tempo



rarily stored during program execution*. New programs and data can be read in, accessed, and changed in RAM. Data stored in RAM is erased whenever the power is turned offor BASIC Is exited. random access memory—see RAM*. random number—a number whose value is not known in advance. See also pseudo-random number*, and RND*.



RANDOMIZE—a function which starts the pseudo random numbers of RND at a different place in the sequence of possible pseudo-random numbers. RANDOMIZE is commonly used as a statement in



games which use RND so that you won't get the same random numbers and thus play, each time the program is run. You may also include an argument with RANDOMIZE, called the seed*, to start the pseudo random numbers off at a certain place in the sequence of numbers. Parentheses are not used for the argument of RANDOMIZE. For example: RANDOMIZE 1



supplies a seed value of 1.



READ—a BASIC word used in statements to assign values from one or more DATA* statements to variables. For example 10 READ A,B 20 DATA 5,10



When the computer executes line 10, it assigns the values A=5 and B= 10. The computer keeps track of the next item to be read with an Internal pointer*. See also RESTORE*. read-only memory—see ROM*.
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record!*]—(noun) a collection of related data elements, such as an individual's payroll information or a student's test scores. A group of similar records, such as a company's payroll records, is called a file*.



relation—sometimes called a relationship; a group of logical operators and operands. For example, 2=3 "AB">="A"



are both relations.



RELATIVE—a BASIC word used in an OPEN* statement to tell the computer that random-access files are to be used. Random-access files are to be used with a disk, but not with cassette tape. REM—a BASIC word used in statements to provide documentation or remarks about a program. Any text following the REM is not executed by the computer. For example, 10 REM PRINT 2+2 20 PRINT 3+3



the statement of line,10 prints nothing because the text after the REM is not executed by the computer. If you list the program, you can read the remarks. renumbers—see RESEQUENCE*.



RES—short form of RESEQUENCE*. resequence—see RESEQUENCE*.



RESEQUENCE—long form of RES*. The RESEQUENCE or RES command renumbers program lines. The general form is RES starting line, increment For example: RES 100,10



will resequence a program so that the lowest line number is 100 and the following lines are 110. 120. 130...



The default value* of the increment is 10 and so the above command is equivalent to RES 100



The default value of the starting line is 100 and so the command RES ,30 will renumber lines as 100, 130, 160,...



reserved wordf*]—m programming languages, a special word with a predefined meaning. A reserved word must be spelled correctly, appear in the proper order in a statement* or command*, and cannot be used as a variable* name.



RESTORE—a BASIC word which resets the pointer of READ* back to the first DATA* item of a list. The optional argument of RESTORE enables you to specify the line number of the DATA statement you want to reset the pointer to. For example: 10 READ A



20 DATA 5,2 30 DATA 10 40 RESTORE 50 READ B



60 PRINT A;B



the above program assigns A=5 when line 10 is executed. Line 40 restores the pointer to the "5" in line 20 because no argument is specified. So line 50 will assign B=5. However, if line 40 was 40 RESTORE 30



the pointer is set to the first item in line 30 and so line 50 sets B= 10. RESTORE may also be used with storage devices such as tape and disk. For more details, see the TI-99/4A User's Reference Guide. RETURN—a BASIC word used in a statement to end a subroutine call. The GOSUB* directs the com



puter to begin execution from a subroutine* at a certain line. The RETURN statement directs the com puter to return from the subroutine.



return-variable—the second argument of CALL KEY*. The return-variable is assigned the value read from the keyboard by CALL KEY.



RND—a BASIC function which generates a pseudo-random number*. No argument is needed for RND. Each time RND is used, it selects the next pseudorandom number from the thousands available. Every time you issue a NEW command, the sequence starts off with the same initial pseudorandom



number of .5291877823. Likewise, the RUN. BYE. FCTN and QUIT commands, or turning off power to the computer will start the pseudorandom numbers from the beginning with .5291877823. ROM[*]—read-only memory; certain instructions for the computer are permanently stored in ROM and can be accessed but cannot be changed. Turning the power off does not erase ROM.
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RUN—a BASIC command which tells the computer to start executing the program in memory from its lowest line number. If you supply an argument to RUN, the computer will start execution from that line. For example: RUN 30



will start execution from line 30. Note that the argument of RUNis not in parentheses. Run Mode[*]—when the computer is executing* a program, it is in Run Mode. Run Mode is termi nated when program execution ends normally or abnormally. You can cause the computer to leave Run Mode by pressing CLEAR during program execution (see Breakpoint*). SAVE—a BASIC word used in a direct command used to write a program to a storage device. For example, the direct command SAVE CS1



will instruct the computer to store the program in memory on cassette unit 1. You will be prompted by the computer as to how to do this. See also OLD*.



saving programs—a way you can save programs on a storage material such as cassette tape, wafer tape, or disk. Tape and disk use magnetic materials for storage of information. Thus, when you turn the power off, your program has not disappeared if you've saved it. Data can also be saved (see OPEN*. The command to save a program varies with the type of device used for storage. For example, with a cassette recorder, just type in SAVE CS1



and press the ENTER key. Then follow the Instructions shown by your computer. Consult the manual that came with your storage device for more details on how to use them. See also load*. scientific notation!*]— a method of expressing very large or very small numbers by using a base number (mantissa*) times ten raised to some power (exponent*). To represent scientific notation in TI BASIC, enter the sign, then the mantissa, the letter E, and the power often (preceded by a minus sign if negative). For example, 3.264E4; -2.47E-17. screen color—see CALL SCREEN*.



scroll!*]—to move the text on the screen so that additional information can be displayed. scrolling—verb form of scroll. The contents of your display move up the top of the screen as new material is added to the bottom of the screen. So as new lines are added to the bottom, the older lines



disappear from the top. seed—the argument of RANDOMIZE*.



SEG$—a BASIC string function which returns a segment of a string. The general form of SEG$ is SEG$(string,starting position/final position)



where a portion or segment of the string is returned from the starting position to the final position. For example, the direct command PRINT SEG$("ABCDE",3,5) CDE



prints the segment "CDE" returned by the SEG$ function. segment function—see SEG$*. sequential—occurring one after another. SEQUENTIAL—a BASIC word used in an OPEN* statement to tell the computer that sequential files are to be used. Sequential files must be used with cassette tape. SGN—the sign function of BASIC. T^iis function returns a value of 1 if its argument is greater than zero; a value of zero if the argument equals zero; or a value of-1 if the argument is less than zero. For example: PRINT SGN(2.5) 1 PRINT SGN(0) 0 PRINT SGN(-2.5) -1



sign function—see SGN*. simple variable—a variable which is not a dimensioned variable. A simple variable is accessed by its name and not by an index number*. Simple variables are not declared in a DM* statement. See also dimensioned variables*.



simulate—to act in all details like something else. An imitation does not act in all details like the original, but a simulation attempts to. SIN—the sine of its argument in radians is returned by the SIN function. For a right triangle, the sine



of an angle is the ratio of the side opposite the angle to the hypotenuse. For example: PRINT SIN(.5)
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.4794255386



sine function—see SIN*.



software!*]—various programs which are executed by the computer, including programs built into the computer, Command Module* programs, and programs entered by the user. source code—the program that you want to execute. The BASIC Interpreter* is a program that exe cutes every line of your source code (what you type in), line by line. In contrast, a compiler translates all the source code into machine language* before executing the machine language equivalent of your high level source code. sprites—graphic images maintained in special hardware. SQR—the square root function. The computer calculates the square root of the argument of SQR. For example: PRINT SQR(25) 5



gives a value of 5 because the square root of 25 is 5. square root function—see SQR*.



stack—special area of the computer's memory which is accessed in a sequential manner. statement!*]—an instruction preceded by a line number in a program. IN TI BASIC, only one state ment is allowed in a program line*. static—unchanging status-variable—the third argument of CALL KEY*. The status-variable returns a value of 1. -1, or 0 after the computer executes a CALL KEY statement. A value of 1 is returned if a new key was pressed since the last time CALL KEY was executed. A value of -1 is returned if the same key was pressed, while 0 is returned if no key was pressed. STEP—see FOR*.



STOP—a BASIC word which causes the program execution to end. Equivalent to END*. STR$—a BASIC string function which converts a number or numeric expression to a string. For example, PRINT STRS(100) 100



prints the string "100". The STR$ and VALfunctions are inverse functions, that is. for any string X$. the following identity holds. X$=STR$(VAL(X$))



string!*]—a series of letters, numbers, and symbols treated as a unit. string function—see STR$* and string functions*. string functions—BASIC functions which apply to strings. For example. CHR$*. ASC*, LEN*. POS*, STR$*, VAL*, and SEG$* are string functions. subprogram!*]—a predefined general-purpose procedure accessible to the user through the CALL statement in TI BASIC. Subprograms extend the capability of BASIC and cannot be easily program med in BASIC.



subroutine call—the process by which the computer calls a subroutine. The computer first stores the address of the next instruction it would have executed on the stack, and then starts executing from the line number following the GOSUB*. subroutines!*]—a program segment which can be used more than once during the execution* of a program, such as a complex set of calculations or a print routine. In TI BASIC, a subroutine is entered by a GOSUB statement and ends with a RETURN statement.



subscript!*]—a numeric expression which specifies a particular item in an array*. In TI BASIC the subscript is written in parentheses immediately following the array name. TAB—the TAB function moves the current printing position to the column given by the argument of TAB. Columns are numbered from 1 to 28 where column 1 is the left most column. For example: PRINT TAB(3);"A" A



prints the letter "A" in the third column from the left because the argument of TAB is "3". The actual column at which tabbing starts also depends on the number of characters to be printed. See the discus sion in the book.



tabbing—verb form of TAB*. TAN—the TAN function returns the tangent of its argument in radians. The tangent of a right triangle is defined as the side opposite the angle to the side adjacent the angle. For example: PRINT TAN(.5) .5463024898
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tangent function—see TAN*.



three-dimensional array—dimensioned variables with three index variables. For example, N(I,J,K). trace[*]—listing the order in which the computer performs program statements. Tracing the line num bers can help you find errors in a program flow. TRACE—a BASIC word that can be used to trace the execution of a program. TRACE can be used as either a direct command or in a statement. When the program executes, the computer displays the line numbers being executed. See also UNTRACE*. transparent—clear, having no color of its own. A color code of " 1" selects the transparent color. See also Appendix of Color Codes. CALL COLOR*, and CALL SCREEN*.



truncated—to cut off or truncate. For example, the INT function truncates the decimal part of a number.



two-dimensional array—dimensioned variables with two index variables. For example, N(I,J) is a two-dimensional aray.



unary operator—an operator which acts on a single operand. For example, the unary minus or nega tion operator, inverts the sign of the following operator. An example is -2. The "-" is the unary minus. It makes the " + 2" which follows into a "-2." UNBREAK—a BASIC word which can be used In either a direct command or statement to remove effects of the BREAK*.



unconditional jump—forcing the computer to start execution from another line. A GOTO is an exam



ple of an unconditional jump (see GOTO*). An IF-THEN-ELSE statement is a conditionaljump* (also called a conditional branch*), because the computer first tests the IF* relation before deciding whether to jump.



underflow!*]—the condition which occurs when the computer generates a numeric value greater than -IE-128, less than IE-128, and not zero. When an underflow occurs, the value is replaced by zero. UNTRACE—a BASIC word which ends the action of TRACE*. UNTRACE can be used as either a



direct command or in a program statement. user-defined function.—see DEF*.



user-friendly—a program designed with consideration for the user, especially a new user. VAL—a BASIC string function which converts a numeric string or numeric string expression to a number. For example: PRINT VAL("100") 100



returns the number 100. See also STR$*. value function—see VAL*.



variable!*]—a name given to a value which may vary during program execution. You can think of a variable as a memory location where values can be replaced by new values during program execution. variable-length records!*]—records in a file* which vary in length depending on the amount of data* per record*. Using variable-length records conserves space on a file. Variable-length records can only be accessed sequentially.



volatile—to disappear unless maintained. For example, the contents of RAM* may disappear unless power is maintained to the computer. So RAM is said to be volatile. In contrast, ROM* is non-volatile.



That is why the BASICin your computer is stored in ROM. The BASICwon't disappear when power is turned off because it's stored in ROM, unlike your programs which are stored in RAM. However, you can't change the ROM and so that's why programs are stored in RAM. volume—the amplitude or loudness of a sound produced by CALL SOUND*.
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